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PAKT X. THiSOhY OF KXPkhlMKKTS.

HI STOKICiiii Ik ThODUO TIOH .

After the discovery of X-rays by Kontgen1 in 1895,

the main properties of the rays were at once estab¬

lished, namely their power (a) to cause fluore3cence,

(b) to affect a photographic plate, (c) to ionize

gases, (d) to penetrate, in varying degrees, matter

placed in their path and (e) to cause such matter to

become a source of secondary X-r&diation. The problem

of establishing the nature of the rays was not, however,

an easy one. In the light of the physical knowledge of

the period, and the earliest known properties of X-rays,

these rays could oonceivably have had either a corpus¬

cular or a wave nature. That they would at a later

period be explained partly in terms of corpuscular con¬

cepts and partly in terms of wave concepts could not

at that time have been anticipated.
g

In 1897 G. Gtokes advanced the view that X-rays

were thin pulses of electromagnetic radiation and were

thus akin to light. J.J. Thomson, whose important

researches on ions threw much light on the subject,

laid the foundation for future work by giving mathe-

matical form to the electromagnetic pulse theory ,

showing that the abrupt stoppage of a rapidly moving

charged/



charged particle» (such as the cathode raya were known

to be)» would give riae to an electromagnetic pulse of

definite energy. A much fuller treatment, given by him

in 1903, extended the theory to include the acattering

of X-rays and the absorption of energy from X-rays by

charged particles. The rate of energy flow per unit

area for rays scattered from such a pulse by an ion ?jas

given as

l P AAsrxJ6
V. OP2

0)

where V is the velocity of light, OP the distance

from the scattering ion, / the acceleration of the ion,

e its charge in e.m.u.. and 6 the angle between the

directions of the acceleration and the scattered ray.

The total energy radiated per unit volume of scatterer

was, for an assumed form of pulse, shown to be

4-if ne'' £
- (Z)

m

where rt is the number of ions in unit volume of

scatterer, each of charge e and mass m, , and where E

is the energy in the primary pulse per unit area.

An equation for the loss of energy from the pulse on

account of absorption of energy by charged particles

was developed for an assumed form of pulse.

dE 'A /■ (3)
cL dc

where oc is thickness of absorbing material and -A,

depends/



depends on the properties of this material and the

character of the pulse.

Expression (2) shows the scattered energy to be

independent of the pulse thickness (or quality) of the

primary radiation* a condition frequently referred to

subsequently aa •perfect" scattering. In (3) h is

shown to increase as the pulse thickness increases.

Different degrees of penetrating power or hardness of

X-rays are thU3 accounted for.

The wave properties of X-rays were first con¬

vincingly shown by C.G. Barkla in the polarization

experiments of 1906^. The quality of the secondary

ray3 when scattered by light elements had already been

found by him to be closely similar to that of the
g

primary rays. The angular distribution of scattered

rays from soft primary beams wa3 shown by him to follow

over a wide range of angle a ( I -+ cos16 ) qaw obtained

by a development of expression (1) . In general, so

long a3 the scattering material was of small atomic

weight and the penetrating power of the radiation not

too great, very satisfactory agreement was obtained by

Barkla with the atoke3-Thomson theory of X-ray3, and

this theory, in consequence, gathered prestige.

Barkla*s early and fundamental experiments on total

energy of scattered radiation indicated that the

scattering ions were in ail probability particles

having/



having the charge to mass ratio of the cathode ray

particles, later called electrons.

Other experiments provided evidence of a different

kind of secondary radiation. It was observed that when

the scattering material wa3 of medium or light atomic 4vi

weight, the secondary radiations were usually and some¬

times very markedly less penetrating than the primary
9

beams by which the secondaries were excited • The

effect was described as a transformation of the primary

radiant energy and was successfully interpreted as the

X-ray counterpart of optical fluorescence. The work

of Barkla (1906) and of Barkla and Badler (1907 and

1908) showed that the transformation was due to the

excitation of homogeneous radiations characteristic of

the scattering material, and that the complete secondary

radiations under these conditions consisted partly of

the characteristic radiations and partly of scattered

radiation conforming closely to the predictions of

Thomson's theory. The two types of secondary radia¬

tion have sharply contrasted properties. The chief of

these are given here in a comparative table.



SECONDARY RADIATION
FROM ELEMENTS OF LIGHT
ATOMIC WEIGHT,

(1) Penetrating power
exactly or nearly
the same a3 that
of the exciting
primary.

(2) Quality that of the
primary, i.e. hetero¬
geneous •

(5) Total energy pro¬
portional to energy
of primary and in¬
dependent of pene¬
trating power of
primary, within
wide limits.
Total energy given
by expression (2)

(4) Intensity varying
with azimuth. For
soft radiations
agreeing well with
expression (1)

(5) Varying in intensity
round a polarized
beam.

secondary radiation from
elements of medium or
heavy atomic weight.

(1) Penetrating power
different and usually
much less penetrating
than that of the
exciting primary beam,

(2) quality remarkably
homogeneous.

(3) Total intensity de¬
pendent on the pene¬
trating power of the
primary. Emission con¬
ditional on higher
penetrating power of
primary, following
Stokes' Law.

(4) Uniform intensity
at all angles.

(5) No variation in in¬
tensity round a polar¬
ized beam.

Distinction between the two types of secondary radia¬

tion was therefore in theory at least an easy matter.

The characteristic radiations varied in a serial

manner with the atomic weight of the scattering sub¬

stance, becoming more penetrating as the atomic weight

of the scatterer increased. They were shown by Barkla

to fall into two series, finally named the K and L

series. For any element, the former was more pene¬

trating than the latter. The K , L nomenclature

was/



was advocated by Barkla as preferable to the original

symbols, "as it is highly probable that aeries of

radiations both more absorbable and more penetrating

exist". 0 Btrong indirect evidence of the existence

of an M aeries less penetrating than the L series

had already been observed. The position with regard

to a J series more penetrating than the '< series

was somewhat different.

The hypothesis that a series of radiations
♦

existed was of particular interest, for such a hypo¬

thesis would explain one persistent feature of the

observations which had been noted even in the earliest

papers. The Thomson theory predicted 'perfect* scat¬

tering of the primary beam, and without question, the

secondary radiation from light elements was of a

quality so closely dependent on the quality of the

primary as to be regarded as 'perfect* to a first

approximation. Nevertheless, careful comparison of

the penetrating powers of primary beams and of secondary

beams derived from these primaries seemed to indicate

that the secondary was slightly the less penetrating

of the two. Buch results might be consistent with

the Thomson theory, it was thought, if the presence

in the secondary beam of a small proportion of char¬

acteristic radiation belonging to a J series could be

established. The fact that the discrepancy in the

penetrating/
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pOwers of primary beams>and of secondary beams derived

fromNdiese primaries seemeawto indicate that the second¬

ary was ^lightly the less penetrating of the two. Such

results migfltbe consistent with^he Thomson theory,

it was thought ,Nif the presence in tSe secondary beam

of a small proportion of characteristic>radiation
belonging to a J serigy-oculd be- ■ eat ablaato

fast that ifeho diaor>opanosein tho penetrating power

increased perceptibly and the detectable primary polar¬
ization diminished^ when the primary radiation was made
more penetrating was also consistent with this hypo¬

thesis. There were, however, alternative hypotheses,

namely, (i) that the softening was a spurious effect,

introduced in some way by the conditions of the experi¬

ments, e.g. by tertiary rays, or (ii) that the scatter¬

ing was actually less 'perfect' for harder rays. The

discussion of this point begins in Barkla and Sadler's

paper of 1908.
©Ymatiori

The suggestion that some transference of radiant
ifogUfc- ali «w4s

energy took place in scattering from^ir was first
11 12

made by Sagnac in 1897, and by Townshend in 1899.

References to the question occur in papers by Barkla

from 1904 onwards, but a thorough experimental invest!-
by liim

gation was not embarked upon^until after the work on
characteristic and corpuscular radiations had been

brought to fruit. Certain results published by Barkla

in/



in the Bakerian Lecture (1917) focu3sed attention

once more on the problem of the existence of J char¬

acteristic radiations. Observations of the ratio of

the energy of K corpuscular radiation to the energy of

K primary absorption showed first a rapid increase, and

then a sudden diminution, as the wave length of the

primary was decreased. The dependence on wave length

was in itself strongly suggestive of the influence of

a characteristic radiation, and the appearance of the
14

graphs was equally so. Confirmatory observations

were obtained in experiments on the relative ionization

of ethyl bromide and air, and in a number of other

similar experiments. All indicated that the effect

occurred in air. Professor Barkla was naturally per¬

suaded that a new more penetrating series of radiations

had been discovered, and expressed himself fairly

definitely on the point in the Bakerian Lecture.

Meanwhile research in collateral fields of in-
l *

vestigation began to throw light on the problem. The
15

oc - particle investigations of Lord Rutherford, and
16

the attempt made by Bohr to interpret atomic line

spectra, led to the formulation of the very successful

Bohr-Rutherford theory of the atom. Upon this theory,

characteristic radiations arise from the emission of

energy by electrons •falling' within the atom from a

higher to a lower energy level. The frequency of the

emission/
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emission was related by Bohr to the amount of energy

released, thus: — in which h i3 Plank's

constant, v the emitted frequency, E^ the energy of
the electron before its 'fall' , and the energy of

the electron after its 'fall'. To account for the

line spectra, Bohr introduced a quantization of elec¬

tron orbits by equating the angular momentum of the

electron about the nucleus to an integral multiple of

^/zir » and- thus derived the equations

r __ HX k 2

F =. 2 )1 c Z, trt
rP A,2

where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron,

Z the nuclear charge in electron units, n the integral

multiplier, r^the radius of the electron orbit (assumed

to be circular), and E^the energy of the electron in
this orbit. From these relations it follows that the

maximum frequency is emitted when the energy release,

i3 a maximum and that this condition is real¬

ised only if an electron 'fall' to the lowest energy
to

level, that isAthe orbit of n - / and of smallest radius.
From this theory a value can be deduced for the Rydberg

constant. The value so obtained agrees remarkably well

with the value given by the optical line spectra of

hydrogen and helium. By applying the same theory to

the heavier atoms, excellent agreement i3 obtained with

the/
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17
the refined X-ray spectroscopic observations of Moseley

for the K series of characteristic radiations, provided

that E^ be taken as the electron energy for the inner¬
most orbit. If the implications of this theory are true

and the K series of characteristic radiations are emit¬

ted by the 'fall* of 'planetary' electrons to the inner¬

most orbit, no characteristic radiations of higher
by lUis fcexrvy

frequency can be accounted for^. and the poa-sdbilit-y—of
O cu c o .

a J series is-thus ruled-ou^. The Bohr-Kutherford

theory of the atom has proved to be an entirely sound

step in the development of atomic theory, and the pas¬

sage of time has only confirmed more definitely the

predictions based upon it regarding J radiations.

Nevertheless, the anomalies observed by Professor
18

Barkla continued to be seen, although it soon became

evident that "with all the similarities to the pro¬

duction of X-ray fluorescence, striking differences

have appeared". Tho ohiof difforonoo was -that, Under

conditions which proved difficult to define, a sudden <*-ppo*-e*vt
increase in absorbability was produced in heterogeneous

beams by filtering to a sufficient extent. The effect

therefore came to be known as the J phenomenon, or as

the J absorption discontinuity.

Of all the various experiments used by Professor

3arkla to display and study the phenomenon, two -in-

particular have been continuously employed over a long

period. These are known as the scattering experiment

and/
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and the filtering experiment. Both of these have given

results different from what might have been expected.

Since most of the present writer's work has been con¬

cerned with these two experiments , an account of our

knowledge of scattering and filtering must now be given.

The theory of scattered X-rays.
"ij, as developed by BiwRla

J.J. Thomson's theory' treat|& of the scattering
A

of X-rays by free and independent electrons, and gives

the intensity of scattering of an unpolarized incident

beam. If the unpolarized incident beam has intensity

I, then the intensity S due to scattering by a single

electron, at distance r from the electron, and in a

direction making angle cf> with the direction of the

primary beam,is given by

s - rgarA"™**).
where e is the electronic charge in e.s.u., m is the

mass of the electron, and c the velocity of light.

When n independent electrons per cubic centimetre are

scattering, the intensity becomes S Z 0*$) joe* c-c. of scaiferer
ft" I*1-' '•

By integrating S over a closed surface surrounding the

n electrons9 the power Ps in the scattered radiation per

cubic cm. of scatterer is evaluated as P
S 3 m Lc >-

P SWrve?
Hence the scattering coefficient - — —r

per oubi-e- cm. of scattering material ^ a. feynwuIa. u^HepewHewt' o
biow/
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Now it appears that while the condition of freedom can

be said to hold approximately for the orbital electrons

of the atom, the condition of independence i3 not so

readily satisfied. For longer X-ray wave lengths, the

intra-atomic distances are comparable with the wave

lengths and interference will take place between the

scattered waves from neighbouring electrons. Indeed,

should the wavelength be long by comparison with the

diameter of the atom,the electrons will combine to

scatter like a single charge of Ze, Z being the number

of orbital electrons and e the electron charge. In this

extreme case the intensity of scattering per atom will

be Z times the intensity given by Z independent elec¬

trons. The well known fact that cr- , the scattering

coefficient, rises slightly with increasing wave length
19

and more rapidly as the atomic number of the scatterer

increases has always been explained as a break down of

the independence condition. .

Just as the nature of an optical interference

pattern can give information about the disposition of

the sources of interfering light, so the distribution

of scattered X-rays can give information about the
ao

disposition of scattering material, i.e. electric

charge, within the atom. This information appears in

the form of a time average of charge density for a

given distance from the atomic centre. By using re¬

fined observations of the scattering from different

mote rials /
I®. In the early 6td%eS of tVic e-mpevirrienfat Work; ho ctiscfepancy between TKfOr y and

experiment called for a consideration, of tkut influence of bindina forces Til);, uuW~
t* <n jijiufimiiLL i. ft* ft'jHI it l.lu BuujiUiuU utl nf.p n u, .v , jii ,.t fr.—■.

—(WArt}—oi X ray—Smftw'mu—fauu'mii efrrtrpic fefcmttwa iuui'm,—iitlu umilJmidiWrlrftut r-.ii' H,it .a J" , f .Vntf* ilmjtitlu.1 KSlui. fcy " bxtii J Fu. -Jtnt nuwtji -is
p^ntrnmllj nmtlji . J J
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materials , amongst which crystals and the inert gases

are specially important, a great deal of information

has been obtained about the extra-nuclear structure of

atoms. In this way the 'three body problem', not to

mention the many body problem, which twenty years ago

seemed to block the study of atomic structure, has been

short circuited.

But before this work was started, a new type of

X-ray scattering known as incoherent scattering was

21
discovered by A.H. Compton in 1922. He observed that

under spectroscopic examination the rays scattered from

a monochromatic primary of wave length X consist, in

general, of two wave lengths, one, \ being the same

as the primary wave length, and the other, X slightly

longer. A theory of this scattering in terms of part¬

icle impacts and de Broglie wave mechanics was given

by Compton in 1923. The change of wave length pre¬

dicted was

c\ = = ircA'- CO'J $) = O OZt+O-coofi)
where <p is the angle between the primary and the
scattered rays, and the other symbols have their usual

connotation. varies only with and is independ¬

ent of the scattering material and of the primary wave

length. The agreement between theory and experiment
£ |t~—'■■j u- ki.j.h ri.p —-Li 'pri.f-mi/'' ficaMci mm n»r>ir

was excellent, f.nic ^cr,L n t-■ „i —fo fog
obji it* gjtfe ii huiic

Under the stimulus of this discovery and in the

light/
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light of the new quantum mechanical and relativity con-

ceptions^ attempts were made to work out a more adequate
22

theory of scattering. It had already been shown by Debye

(1916) and Thomson (1917) that the intensity of scat¬

tering from a group of electrons could be expressed as

i • d) •• 23
a function of . in 1927 Schrodinger publishedA

24
a wave mechanical theory, based on de Broglie's wave

mechanics, for the scattering of X-rays from free elec-t

trons. This theory accounted for the production of

incoherent scattering, the intensity of the incoherent

scattered wave being 5 = S0(' (p) 3 = So
where Sc is the intensity of Thomson scattering, <f> the

angle between scattered and incident rays, and oc = j
TTbC2

The incoherent scattered wave was shown to be plane

polarifced in the same plane as classically scattered
25

waves. In 1929, using Dirac wave mechanics, invariant

with respect to Lorentz transformations, Klein and
26

Hishina arrived at the formula for the intensity of

incoherent scatterings
-3f oC~ <p "I

5 = So o +- <* <t>) [ 1 (J+ ccvtyXl t oc ww (f))] '
the additional term in this expression giving the

intensity of an unpolarised ray.
27 28

Wentzel and Sommerfeld have carried the develop¬

ment of scattering theory to a more advanced stage by

working out the case of scattering by electrons subject

to binding forces. Their conclusions a,re most simply

stated/
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stated in terms of the electronic structure factor

L = Iff own CcrO ( kf (X COO e*J dX ?
of o-rber k „

being the wave function^y^^the electric chargedisVVlbutiortT. of CnrStV K, a

density^ and kta-ceooc the phase corresponding to the
over

volume element . Two summations of the
of cxtorrv

Z electrons^are required to express the scattering by
atoms. The first of these is the atomic scattering

factor F = /£;> _£kj , the second the incoherent scatter¬
ing function If (I • Values for F have been com-

^ 29
puted by James and Brindlay " for most of the light

atoms and ions. Values of for in°°herent
21

30
scattering function are given in Compton and Allison ,

page 782. The theory of Wenzel and Sommerfeld has
31

been supplemented by Waller, who develops an electron
-S3 K-*e

spin correction term ^reducing slightly the modified
intensity. The complete theory then gives the un¬

modified intensity Su , and the modified intensity SM
as follows.

Su = S0Fa,
S = 5e(| + oWeno </>) -t C 'it f + ZM z 'kk k\C ki ^i+cos^)(i+<*veis<|

So being the Thomson scattering per electron.
These formulae agree with experiment as far as

they have been tested. Observations of the scattering
32

by the monatomic gases agree with the predictions of

total scattering (coherent and incoherent raysj given

by the wave mechanics theory, assuming Hartree's model

of/

33
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of the atoms. The coherent scattering alone, observed

in crystal structure intensity measurements, also gives

satisfactory agreement on the basis of Hartree'3 theory;

and the diffuse scattering observed in crystal structure

photographs has been shown by Wollan to agree with the

predicted intensity of the incoherent rays.

Polarization tests are satisfactory throughout the

range of testing, but the'hard1 end polarization has

not been tested so far. As to the intensity of the
t i 34
hard end scattering, the results of Chao and of Head

rz c

and Lauritsen are apparently in good agreement with

the Klein Nishina formula.

Unfortunately, the data on F and on the incoherent

scattering function are available only up to values of

5£ — II
. This gives information for scattering

at 90° for wave lengths greater than 0.64 AU, and none

for the rather important and difficult region 0.11 <

X < 0.64 AU.
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Calculated intensities of scattering per electron

have been evaluated from the formula of Wentzel and

Sommerfeld for the light scattering elements and com¬

pounds used in the present research* see Table VIII and

Figure 30a. For reasons to be explained later (pages

13, »9) the recoil factor is treated as unity. Waller's

term 13 not computed since its value is not known* but

from data given by Waller in his paper* the term is not
o

significant for wave lengths shorter than 1.2 A.u. and

may amount at most to a 10# reduction of the modified

scattering of long waves. Here a 5# reduction at

1.6 A.U. la taken as an ample allowance.

The predictions of theory as given by Table VIII

for variation of Intensities of 90° scattering with

wave length are:

(1) for hydrogen, constant scattering ratio,

(2) for paraffin, carbon and filter paper* very 3low

increase of scattering as A increases? all three

giving the same scattering up to 1.2 A.u. but diverging

somewhat for longer wave lengths,

(3) for aluminium a more rapid increase of scattering

as A increases•

For heterogeneous beams the principle of super¬

position is applicable. This implies that when hetero¬

geneous beams are scattered* the scattering of the whole

beam should be the sum of the scattering of its homo¬

geneous constituents, as penetrating constituents are

removed/
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removed from the beam the scattering 3hould increasej

as soft constituents are removed from it the scattering

should diminish. The only factor not taken into

account 30 far is the differential absorption of modi¬

fied scattering (see p. $<*..) 1 but this for thin scatter-

ers should not be important.

The scattering experiment as performed by Barkla* 3

research workers has been found to give under certain

circumstances and especially but not exclusively with

thin scatterers, what appears to be a constant scatter¬

ing ratio over a wide range of penetrating powers and

with very different beam constitu&aos. it has also

been found to give what appears to be a decrease in

scattering ratio as the primary beam is softened.

a discrepancy clearly exists between these inter¬

pretations of experimental facts and the predictions

of theory. Other difficulties (to be described later)

have arisen in absorption experiments. Tills situation

has called forth the suggestion from Professor Barkla

that the principle of superposition is not applicable

to heterogeneous beams. The need for further investi¬

gation is clearly indicated. A study of the scattering

experiment has therefore been undertaken by the writer,

and forms the main part of the work reported in this

thesis•

THEOhY/
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Theory of X-ray absorption.
AbSavpTiorv by beams. Bfl'j-

The fundamental equation of X-ray absorption ire-
;v • - v V ■' / • ; . T t .. ^ 0 r.4^, \rriCi-tt'xit V 3•.v»t'lixiiSdL ^ ~

ompirioally d-orivod and gives the fractional loss of

power when a monochromatic beam of wave length X and

power Pc passes normally through a sheet of matter of

uniform thickness obc ,

— —- yUfbc f

where y" is a constant for a given absorbing material
and/
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and for the given wave length. Integrating this equa¬

tion we obtain

P = PD e-/- ,

where P is the power after traversing thickness jc of

the absorber. This equation is usually applied in one

of the two forms
^ -£-Px
P = Pc e

<rr /f = pc ,

for>the density p or the surface density px is easily
determined, and the mass absorption coefficient is

a constant for the chemical element used to absorb, and

depends only on X . This law was tested on homogeneous
g6

characteristic radiation by Barkla and his collabor¬

ators in the early years of the century, and since then

many further tests have been made on homogeneous beams
37

given by single and double X-ray spectrometers/

It is well known that the experimental conditions
38

must be strictly controlled if a unique value of

is to be obtained for a homogeneous beam of definite

wave length.

(1) The aperture system must be relatively small, for

if the angle subtended at the ioniaation chamber by

the irradiated absorber is large, the measured inten¬
sities are increased by the scattered radiation re¬

ceived through this angle. The radiation will then

appear 'harder than if a narrower aperture system were

employed.

(2)/
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(2) The beam must be approximately parallel, other¬

wise the thickness of absorber traversed by the differ¬

ent rays is not uniform.

(3) The chemical purity of the absorber is important.

This is specially true where aluminium (with a common

impurity of iron) is used as the standard absorbing

material.

The theory of the mass absorption coefficient,
a.s follows. a. j

is alao empirical. Energy absorbed from "fete® primary wvmocfvotv^
odrooxh-eA. pkoioelectvic effect ond. u&ect irv

beam becomes (1) the energy^roquired for the production
awl o-f cKa/wxcteAitshc- X-rty-ys
of ions^, called true absorption, and (2) the energy of
the scattered X-rays. If jx is the fractional change
of power per cm. of absorber traversed, a- the fraction

of power scattered per unit thickness and v the frac¬

tion of power used in ionising per unit thickness , then
= cr- -+- x

— <C ■+ ■ (\j\J f*
01* / 'p p p i

iw, % = *,s
According to Thome on calculation^ p- — 0.2. The
experimental value varies, being less than 0.2 at the

'hard end' and increasing much above 0.2 for long waves

and heavy atoms, where, in fact, the independence con-

dition of -Thomson scattering breaks down. If ftp be
plotted against X, the form of the graph is approximately

t, - 5,3 39
that of rp • The exact power can be obtained
from a double logarithmic plot. At the K critical

absorption wave length the value of ^ drops suddenly
on the long wave length side to a fraction of its value

on/

1

^
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on the short wave length side. The absorption jump

ratio r is the ratio of on the short wave length side

to fa on the long wave length side of the critical wavef

length. It gives a measure of the increase of true

absorption on account of the K absorption. There are

excellent tables of both^ and t in Compton and Allison
pp. 799-802; 521-525; 528-529.

The approximately cubic relationship between

and A is of special interest in connection with in¬

tensity measurements of incoherent scattering. Let us

consider a primary of intensity I and wave length A
ScoJXkAJucL tclu

waveproducing either a cla-ssical o-tandard wavo of intensity
I >\3

S wave length X or a modified ray of intensity j-5 fa ^
i v " Cuto VOHfl

wave length X . | The intensity absorbed in an ionizaX^^^^
tion chamber from thooc soattorod "wavos io S (i - e ^ ^

/ 3 '£ 2K
and e )»/"■ andy-14-' being the linear absorp¬
tion coefficients for the wave lengths X and X' in the

ionized gas, t being the length of the ionization

chamber. For wave lengths giving an appreciable in¬

tensity of modified scattering a- and are small,

for the light gases. If moreover & is small (as it is

in the chamber used here) the ratio of the absorptions

of modified to classical scattered waves is

< vf(i- - /i|V =. /v'f./vv
V -v) I, - e.~r) ' vW/"- ' Uy VN/

where n has a value of approximately 3. Thus the

absorption ratio has a value approximately unity, and

to/

* Negl^c.t)r%g loni ^.cxtc on cKounbef losses^ vn/ILcA will be cxfpttcicxb/^r
bca/Kvp.
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cictssioxi Gsrui -modified scattered- KaAjiatiorxia
to a first approximation ionization ohaabor moaouroKOtttig
prvJUuce. e^juuxi wraza/itrnsT" 7He. scaJfeted iVa.v/e /v*ajy frvet-i be tvecjcdl «s a
do not rovoal tho-diPf oronoo botwoon modified and olaoo -

pceiC clouxoical v . . / .
•ioal ooattioring. scattered- wave except <vK^w Ifte iib-sorp «<r»\ i*eev»
SCaJTd&x. gvyuX unnijciTTo-»v cfwv»wb«A 's S^-ff < bicia/" f© c^»CuyA«.te yv\€Aa^o\<\bly
different redeems ^ fro. "^ocUJAd. i^imodi^U ^s.
TKe -fatttn. e<m<i<XUrw will fo ox. M^u^d ^ y<xY3

Absorption of heterogeneous beams.

In the present work all the X-ray beams are hetero-
pen, M^vct Yobruje, o£ osawc

geneous. If in such a beam is the powerAof the radia-
|v<A/ 4Arw£ <?f WaVC

tion of wave length A%the power^ PA of this constituent
-ifo»»after normal transmission through thickness jc of absorb¬

ing matter is Pc . e , where /\ is the linear ab-

sorption coefficient of the absorbing matter for wave
Tu*i- to Ti&Xi/ cef^JjuCijC Otx-X.

length A . . "the equation giving the power of the beam

after transmission is

J? J,a = f P„ c6A .A -'A

The customary method of measuring the quality of

heterogeneous beams is followed here. The beam is first

measured in its ionization chamber against another beam

as standard. Then the beam is intercepted by a thickness

jc of pure aluminium sufficient to halve the ionization.

If i^ is the ionization per unit power at wave length
A t the equation connecting intercepted and uninter-

cepted ionizations is

A A _

~/xx f
We write this ^ J >

from which f - ^ ^re *'
^/" PA dA

where/
Calcudated- cLtviali'ofvs of ti-<e *«i(o Aom uhtty At SOj, m tVie parfi'ci-daT- lonizatibi-v

dvcxrribev la-S-cA KerO q/vevn itv "TaiaJ-c. £K tx.
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where
f>

is

the

density
of

aluminium,
we

thus

define

a

quantity
JZ,

which
depends

,

through
Pc

„

on

the

beam

*

A

constitution,
through
iA

on

the

measuring
system,
and

on
x.

Hence
we

obtain
an

average
mas3

absorption

coefficient
for
the

whole
beam.
Now
iA

is

kept
con¬

stant
for
the

measuring
system,
and
X

is

specified
as

that

thickness
which
makes
the

ratio
of

integrated

ionizations
exactly
2.

Then
has
a

unique
value
for

any

given
beam

constitution
(although

different
beam

constitutions
may
give
the

same
value
of
ft

).

f£

is

not

however
a

fundamental
quantity

because
it

depends

on

the

wave

length

sensitivity
of

the

ionization
chamber

(which
will
be

discussed
latex^.
In
a

practical
determin¬

ation
of
p

the

ratio
of

the

ionizations
may
vary
from

2,

by
10

or
12

per

cent.
The

error

introduced
on

this

fke

error
o£

obscfvcxtiow.

account
is

always
less
than
1-por

cent

exoopt
for
the

's-ef
toot
boamo

.
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according to the above theory of absorption of

X-ray beams by matter, the intensity of a homogeneous

beam fails exponentially with increasing thickness of

absorbing matter* and the intensity of a heterogeneous

beam fails according to the sum of the exponentially

decreasing intensities of the homogeneous constituents

into which, in theory, it can be resolved. If two

beams have the 3ame spectrum then the ratio of their

intensities after passage through equal absorbing layers

is constant. The filtering experiment used by Barkla

examines the relative ionization, % produced by scat¬

tered and primary beams after passage through equal

absorbing layers. The ratio s/p is plotted against

thickness of ab-sorbing layers.

a discussion of the predictions of theory for

this experiment will be given at a later stage. It is

sufficient for the present to say that the resulting

graphs assume various forms, and that one, in particular,

is obtainable which shows a sharp discontinuity of

approximately 7$ in s/p . This has been interpreted as

a sudden increase in absorbability, duch a phenomenon

is certainly incompatible with accepted theory. To

account for it Professox* Barkla has put forward tho

hypothesis already mentioned in relation to the scat¬

tering experiment that the principle of superposition

breaks down for heterogeneous beams. The most careful

study of this experiment is therefore necessary.

Observations made by the wx*iter will be repox'ted.
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POiijihlXAl'IOH OF WE PhlMAhY BEAM.

The heterogeneous primary radiation from an X-ray

tube is polarized to a variable extent, the plane of

polarization being perpendicular to the plane contain¬

ing the primary ray and the cathode stream. This

polarization arises because the decelerating forces

acting on the cathode ray particles at the anticathode

must act preponderatingly in a direction opposite to

that of the cathode stream. hince 1905, when Barkla

made the first observations of primary polarization,
40

many experimenters have made similar measurements,

hatterly, the experiments have been conducted chiefly

with a view to determining the distribution of the

polarization in the tube spectrum, and the influence of

target thickness, v<hile the re3ult3 agree on the whole,

there are nevertheless some surprisingly conflicting

onesj notably the differential filter experiment of P.A.

hoss, and the thick filter experiment of P. Kirkpatrick.

Fairly general agreement exists, however, on three

pointst (a) that under certain circumstances polariza¬

tion is increased by filtering the primary beam, (b)

with lower voltages on the tube more polarization is

observed, and (c) with thin targets the total polariza¬

tion is greater.

In the scattering experiments carried out by the

writer, it was found necessary to apply corrections for

polarization/
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polarization, The theory of this correction will there¬

fore now be given.

The quantum theory of X-ray scattering give3 two

scattered rays, the modified ray and the unmodified ray.
o

Since for 90 scattering these two rays have the same

distribution about the primary beam, and since in

polarization measurements the two necessax-y observa¬

tions involve exactly the same amount of absorbing

matter between scattei'er and ionization chamber, it is

not necessary to tx*eat the problem otherwise than a3

for purely classical scattering.

het us consider first a monochromatic constituent,

of constant intensity and of wave length X , in the

primary beam, since the intensity is constant, the

amplitude of the electric vector, E^ , must be constant.
To allow for the partial polarization of this constitu¬

ent, the direction of E^ must be supposed variable with
time. If this dii'ection be indicated by angle oc , where

<*- is the angle of inclination not greater than 90°
between the electric vector and the plane containing

X-ray beam and cathode sti-eam, then all possible values

of °c lie between * 90° and -90°. The probability of

this angle having a particular value is a function of

oc , the form of which is not important except for the

fact that, from the nature of the processes taking place

at the anti-cathode, it must be symmetrical about oc = o .

If/
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if this monochromatic wave# of electric vector EA
cEx

and intensity , proceeds perpendicular to the

paper (figure 1.)# and scatters in the plane of the

paper from an electron at 0# then we have at distance

r from Q s

Intensity of scattered wave along ox =

h V(2rVvoJ
OY =

Â?

jjet there be two identical ionization chambers at equal

distance from 0 along ox and oy , of equal sensitivity

such that

K (ionization current) = Intensity of incident

soattered wave# and if Y, and be the respective

ionization currents # then

lime average of ( p~^i) = K °
e E

lime average of —: 3

For an unpolarized primary beam of the samo intensity
—x

; producing an ionization current a in the Y

ionization chamber# the corresponding equation would be

c,E\ / e> c^G \ u .

Time average of ^ v YrSYTcY/ ^ ^L where 0
has an equal probability for all values in the range

A 90° > 0 •> - 9°°

u ■ ^ ^
so that K~i ~ ^rzr L J

, MoT r -vn, c. /
V -

Defining the fractional polarization jy as the excess

of over Kl expressed as a fraction of Kt }
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A - 1 *, 1 - - - - (A)
Now Rkx + K'» lime average of ^

En
(j^TT -ra ^->-0~ c 3

iKi

^ = i (*-« +

Kk + El^= IKL

Substituting this value in ^xatim (A) cd>ov«

iu = ^-L/v -

aJiso 4-^ = k ( I -f jy)
+-x. ^O'f)

Suppose# now, that a third ionization chamber

having exactly the same sensitivity as the other chambers

is placed equally far from 0 along on at 45° to the

direction QY # and there receives an ionization current

*-£.5° »

Intensity scattered by polariza4aren wave along on is
X z i,/ e/^

L 7.
vw C

C X ( —— Xl^5, tu.S°-ol
41r V L

3 A I — doa o£ )
10 TT trW c k /

0- Lf.
And Ko,.-0= Time average of Jela_JL_ A i - 2 °i)

I4TT vTwO'C.2,

But the probability of •+-<* = the probability of -

Therefore the time average of X) uvv C-Cro ok is zero# and

K c - ^ Kl.JV ICTT^-wv^3

The/
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The ionization in the chamber on on is the same as if

the primary beam were unpolarized.

There are thus two methods of correcting for

polarization, that is, of obtaining the ionization

current Y , These are given by the equations

1_ - 2-(LX~^ ^ )

The first and best method ia to observe the 90° scat¬

tering in a direction at 45° to the plane of polariza-
o

tion. The second is to observe the 90 scattering in

the two directions ox and oY » the ratio of the ioniza¬

tion currents being absolutely determined, and to

calculate the mean of the observations.

If the principle of superposition holds, both

methods are applicable to heterogeneous beams in which

polarization is distributed in any manner through the

spectrum of the beam. The fractional polarization,

is, in theory, not constant for different wave

lengths in a heterogeneous beam, but increases for the

higher frequencies. The polarized energy in the

primary is therefore harder than the primary beam as

a whole.
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PART II . ACCOUNT OF APPARATUS.

Sources of High Tension.

Induction Coils. Three induction coils were used.

Two were eight inch spark gap coils and one a six
spcu-k

inch^gap coil. The coils were excited by voltages of
20, 30, or 40 volts D.0. obtained from 100 ampere-

-hour accumulators. In series with the primary winding

were a rheostat and a mains driven mercury gas make

and break, the latter being controlled in frequency by

a lamp resistance and rheostat. On rare occasions the

mechanical make and break on the coil was substituted
oval! able,

for the mercury gas break. The only method of measur-
P

ing the potential produced by the coil was to use the

point to point coil spark gap, but this was found most

unreliable when calibrated against a reliable ball

spark gap. No measurements of potential were made and

reliance was placed on measuring the penetrating power

of the radiation.

When the Muller tube (1) was used with an 8 inch

induction coil, a calibration of the secondary circuit

was possible. This showed that the range of secondary

voltages was from 20 jCv to 65 l£v, and that the secondary

currents varied from one to 6 milliamperes, but as will

be 3een on the graph (fig. 2) there was a part of the

range/
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range showing rapid variations. This was thought un¬

suitable for further work and transformer (1) was ob¬

tained to replace the induction coil.
£30 volt

Transformer (1), fed from^A.G. mains through an auto-

transformer, produced low voltages, i.e. nothing above

40 kv for all tube currents from 4 milliamperes upwards.

Over this range the load characteristic was fairly good.

For smaller currents the voltage varied rapidly with
uAldv Was IK. tuA/n. CorvtyoltedL

secondary current, and this was dotorminod by the

temperature of the hot cathode in the X-ray tube.
7Vu<9 Pe-wvfu/uxtuA*. wcui mcLO-doXi-ieU. iry tKe CuASl&nt fvorn,
Tho latter doponded on^a twelve volt battery^.The un-

tki/0 {j-aJttjiKy
avoidable small fluctuation of which made it difficult

to work reliably at high voltages. The calibration of
e

this- transformer is shown in fig. 3.

Transformer (2) had a 5 KW output, was centre earthed

and had an excellent load characteristic, tested from

0.5 milliamperes to 5.0 milliamperes for high voltages

and to 8 milliamperes for secondary voltages up to 60

kv. It was driven off 230 volt A.C. mains through a

rheostat with coarse and fine adjustment. This re¬

liable source of potential was used from February 1932

till the end of the experimental work.

X-ray Tubes.

Low pressure gas filled tubes. Eight different tubes

of this type were used during the first eighteen months

of research. Most of these were 7" diameter bulbs with

relatively/
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relatively thin glass walls. One wa3 5" diameter and

one an old and still smaller tube. All had tungsten

anticathodes. The "softer" tube3 inclined to be un¬

reliable and sometimes hardened considerably during the

course of a few observations. Under these circumstances

the observations had to be discarded. In using these

tubes the usual difficulty was found, that under the

most favourable conditions,only a small range of /&

could be experimented upon with accuracy.

Muller Tube (1) This was a useful vacuum tube with a

tungsten anticathode rated at 3 Kilowatts and normally

operated much below its rating. It was designed to have

a spot focus of considerable power. This was obtained
tia/rrve-rvt UJOUyruL -tvi. ofc -Ovn>aiL "Vtvcfhco

by using a I-ine—cathode from which a well focussed

sheet of electrons was directed towards the face of

the anticathode. The plane of the latter was perpen¬

dicular to the plane of the cathode stream and inclined

at nearly 90° to that stream. Viewed in a direction

perpendicular to the cathode stream and in its plane,

the focal line appeared as a circular spot. The anti-
waXesv

cathode was cooled by circulating w-ator from a small
N

tank built into the tube. Unlike the gas tube,which

was run intermittently, the Muller tube was continuously

run. Since the readings were inclined to be irregular

when the water was boiling hard, this condition was

avoided as far as possible. The Muller tube had com¬

paratively' thick glass walls and could not be worked

below/
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below 30 kv . The radiation produced by -ifr wao ■•on -tho

wholo , 'harder than that-pyoducod-by-ethor ■vaeuum-bu3rha.

The Coolidge Tube waa a hot cathode vacuum tube with a

molybdenum anticathode. The anticathode ran red hot and

was cooled by its heat radiation. The glass walls of

thi3 tube were somewhat thinner than those of the

Muller (1) or Muller (2), but the main difference in

output was caused by the employment of an anticathode

of lower atomic number.

The Andrews Tube (1) was a hot cathode vacuum tube with

a window of specially thin glass. The tube was designed
, wider high potentiais

to give a good output of soft radiation/ana had a tung¬

sten anticathode.

The Andrews Tube (2) was an improved form of the pre-

j „ uriniUrr high- potont j.alc,
vious tube. It gave a still softer'radiation/and like
Andrews Tube (1) had a tungsten anticathode.(See Fig.14)

The Muller Tube (2) was a 3 KW tube of the same type

exactly as the Muller tube (1). It had been somewhat

longer in use, and on that account, the glass wall3 had

a coloured deposit. In operation the difference be¬

tween the two Muller bulbs was inappreciable.

Aperture Systems.

The X-ray tube was mounted on an insulating stand

inside a wooden box whose entire outer surface was

covered with lead of surface density 7 lbs per square

foot. This provided ample protection for the measuring

systems/
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systems. A 2* hole AA in the box and lead covering
admitted an X-ray beam through an aperture system to

the scatterer SS and thence to the primary or secondary

measuring instruments. A lead shutter was used to shut

off the X-rays and all the apertures could be reduced

in size by inserting lead screens with smaller holes.

The electrodes in the ionization chambers were screened

by lead from the direct X-rays. Now the primary beam

intensity was of the order of 1000 times the secondary

beam intensity, while the sensitivity of the measuring

instruments was approximately the same for primary and

secondary when cubical box electroscopes were used as

ionization chambers, and approximately in the ratio of

1 to 10 when separate ionization chambers were used.

It was therefore necessary to use a very small primary

aperture after the scatterer to equalise the power

entering the primary and secondary measuring instruments.

This aperture was of the order of 1 mm in diameter.

With so small an aperture it was necessary to ensure

by the use of fluorescent screens or X-ray film exposures

that the alignment of X-ray focal spot, apertures and

Primary measuring instrument was satisfactory. Such a

test was always made. Filter holders were mounted at

the aperture before the scatterer and at all the subse¬

quent apertures.

Sections of all aperture systems (made by cutting

with a horizontal plane through the anticathode focal

spot) are given in figs. 5 to 8, which are dated.
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Measuring Instruments and, the Problems of Measurement.

While there is no other instrument so sensitive,

quick and convenient a3 the ionization chamber for the

comparison of X-ray beam intensities, it is nevertheless

not easy to onouro that the observations made by thom

properly- record tho facta. The difficulties met with

in the present work arise from a number of causes and

principally from the following^),
(1) The disparity in intensity of the zfrimary and

secondary beams which are to be coafpared. As already

mentioned the primary intensjd# i3 of the order of 1000

times the secondary intercity. The density of ion3 in
the primary chamber ip/therefore correspondingly greater

than the ion density in the secondary chamber. Care

must therefore'be taken that saturation potential con¬

ditions are maintained in the primary chamber for the

greatest primary ionization currents.

(jg) The extreme range of power which it is desired to

measure with a single ionization chamber in the course

of a single experiment^ of the order of 100 to 1. The

extreme practicable range of power measurement in the
*

experiments here reported was 15 to 1.

(^) The greatest difficulty met with in interpreting

the observations arises from the wide range of wave

lengths existing in some of the heterogeneous beams.

It would be ideal to obtain a true measurement of power.

This is not practicable in beams which include all wave-
© o

-lengths from, say, 2.5 AU to 0.11 AU.

Cubical/
^ Tkc /uxtio ^ 4wuiturn (\lLcn^oM& fct> /Hurrhjt oAiwJ idrh. aukAwj-J.
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Cubical box gold leaf electroscopes.

The instruments employed were made of brass pro¬

tected on the outside with lead and lined on the inside

with aluminium and three thicknesses of filter paper.

Their over all dimensions were four inches each way.
• k* Vvvootatwm. "6«l-tAA^w (UX4UZ. OvazA -eSudftfcte WaS of SuXp(mn.
The brass electrode and its attached gold leaf were

shielded by lead from the direct radiation. The window

of the electroscope was of aluminium 0.01 cm. thick,

backed by 3 sheets of filter paper. The ionized gas

was, of course, air.

In the older type of apparatus where these electro¬

scopes were used to measure the relatively feeble output

from gas filled X-ray tubes driven by induction coil,

the conditions for satisfactory measurement were well

known and easily attained. A potential sufficiently

high to operate the gold leaf system efficiently (about

200 volts) was also sufficient to give saturation poten¬

tial. Then, provided that precautions were taken to
fvo-wv. afcb-wvo Ua. sJectvode err Ia/oAs

eliminate corpuscular radiation^offooto , the observa¬
tions were reliable. But with the powerful output of

transformer driven, hot cathode, water-cooled X-ray tubes,

the difficulty i3 no longer to obtain sufficient power

but to avoid overloading the primary ionization chamber.

A test under working conditions i3 required to ensure

that, under maximum input, saturation potential conditions

are maintained. To carry out thi3 test, the beam in¬

tensities are gradually increased, other conditions

being/
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being kept constant, and observations are made of the

ratio of secondary ionization S to primary ionizationP .

This ratio remains constant until saturation potential

conditions fail to be maintained in the primary chamber.

Further increase in intensity causes the ratio S/P to

rise. If while carrying out this test the time taken

to register a standard deflection of 10 divisions in

the primary i3 recorded, a useful guide is obtained as

to the minimum time allowable for the standard deflect -

-ion.

Ionization chambers.

The ionization chambers used were cylindrical, 4*

in diameter, and 2.6" deep. They were made of brass,

lined with aluminium foil 0.01 cm. thick, and within

that with three sheets of filter paper. The window was

of aluminium 0.01 cm. thick, backed by a lead aperture

1.25" diameter, and this in turn backed with three

sheets of filter paper. The electrode was a circular
Siik -net vvuuLjl

ring a" in diameter of brass wire with^conducting
stretched over it, the whole mounted parallel to the

chamber ends. The electrode lead was insulated with
tbonxXt.
sulphur, and leaks from it were avoided by using a guard

ring. The chambers were gas tight and fitted with gas

tight taps. Sulphur dioxide at atmospheric pressure was
It Ivas Sufficiently free -fvotrt ad *.\%ti*re ivittv cii/v

used as the ionizing gas.and ito purity was sufficient
10-8 to

to give^ll-otimes the ionization of air. The voltages
acquired were measured by a cubical box electroscope

for/
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for the primary and by a Wilson tilted electroscope for

the secondary.

A preliminary test was made to determine the best

working voltages for these chambers. The X-ray tube
about to be tn-per i'/v>e Jed wifc. <sJ~ tl—.e,

was operated at 95 kv. and 5 ma. with a scatterer^of
1.1 cm. paraffin wax and 0.008 cm. Ag. The secondary

ionization chamber was working normally and the poten¬

tial Vp on the primary ionization chamber was varied.
For each value of Vp the ratio S/P was determined, and
the observed values of S/P graphed against Vp. Atypical
graph is shown in fig. 9a. From this graph it can be

seen that in the range 378 > Vp> 360 saturation poten¬
tial conditions are fully satisfied. Vp was kept within
this range throughout the experiments. The working con¬

ditions varied so greatly, however, that a subsidiary

check was necessary; one that could be made concurrently

with each observation. A time of standard deflection

test was therefore carried out, as for the electroscopes,

and the results are shown in fig. 9b. From this graph

saturation conditions are evidently assured for de¬

flection times of 8 or more seconds per division. In

practice no readings taking less than 12 seconds per

division were used unless the beams were strongly

filtered, and even then never less than 8 seconds
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Wave length response of the ionization chambers.

When ionization chambers are employed for the com¬

parison of powers in heterogeneous beams, consideration

must be given to the wave length response in the part¬

icular ionization chamber employed. If the power of

the radiation is totally absorbed, then, since the

energy required to form an ion pair is a constant for

a given gas, the power will be proportional to the

ionization current. But if the power is not totally

absorbed, then the fraction of energy absorbed is dif¬

ferent for different wave lengths. A true interpre¬

tation of the observations is then possible only if

due allowance can be made for the wave length response.

In the present paper the correction for cubical electro¬

scopes will not be discussed, since these were not used

for the important experiments.

If a parallel beam of wave length X and of linear

absorption coefficient in S0X penetrates the front

window and lining of the ionization chamber and reaches

the S0x with power P, then after passing through thick-
ness 1 of S0A its power will be r.e. . The power

removed by the gas from the beam is then PC — e ^ )
'Kurt ojjc wv UTWS .

But not a lib- this power is ^aboorbod by tho S02—en aooount
t&JL CXO

imiat-ion. Some may osoapo in the form—of

characteristic radiation from the SO^ , some in the
OA

form-ef classically scattered radiation, some in
A

modified scattered radiation, and there may be a net

balance/
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balance, positive or negative, of corpuscular radiation

passing into the walls, a discussion of this question

is given in Compton and Allison pp. 492-500, where the

loss of energy due to incoherent scattering is com¬

puted along with that due to classical scattering as

if no modification took place, and where corpuscular

"end effects" are assumed to be negligible. The formula

derived is that the absorbed power is
—yt-C ^

P ( I — e * ) (i—K radiation loss - scattering loss).
-j, ^

The K radiation loss is ^^ e * ,

Where co is the fluorescence yield,

V is the frequency of wave length X ,

y is the absorption jump ratio,

Zj. being the fraction of the K characteristic
quanta of frequency Vf ,

U a kind of average path length of the K radia-

tion in the chambers and

"tthe true absorption of the line Vf in the gas,
r-

The scattering loss is given as la . e
•""a

Excellent agreement with experiment has been obtained,

using this correction,by Allison and Andrew who em¬

ployed an ionization chamber 28 cm. long and 7 cm. in
o

diameter for wavelengths between .6 and 1.5 AU ionizing

a variety of gases.
Case

In the present oicporimontu the chamber is short,
fhC end effect is Uvea appreciable at ftae hard -end. An estimaieb end
au thu dlfferonoo-iti atomic numtrwr- eria-1

fion facJoY is shoum on Ihe lowest line o£ Table Jk . The vest
&£—fcho oupfaoc o.nd- the ioniHod-gas- is- -rtot gros.-fry corpus -

eatlay/
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o-orpuooular efffoots ad4&oughr~-thoy will -involve a- small
of Hvis |d.bie sKo^Vs

looe, aro oonoidorod to bo negligible. Tho rosuits of
above,

the computation of the formula •&*»« given in Table—4 ,

the data being obtained from the useful Tables given

in Compton and Allison. The loss due to K radiation is

everywhere negligible compared with that due to scatter -

The fvouitYon of poiv</r cob Sot bed. by IFCe towizdfiOKv is givew-
inS* (a) <Sf-cAudi»rg oowd (jfr) IvacliA<din.<J /Ue. <ot« irvaii 3 e*vd CovVfccftOTv £a.cioV.

The effect of the power loss is worked out graphic¬

ally in fig. 10 for two beams. The spectral intensities
42.

are those given by Ulrey for radiation from a tungsten

target "under 50 and 25 kv respectively. The intensity

which would be absorbed from these two beams in the

ionization chambers under discussion is shown in green

ink. The fact that the ionization chamber is more

sensitive at the soft end is clearly shown. The peak

of the absorption curve occurs at a longer wave length

than the peak of the spectral intensity curve, and this

shift is greater for the curve of greater X-ray tube
"to Cf.o o

tension. Table X shows that the chamber is S00 times
A

©

as sensitive to radiation of X = 1.6 AU as it is to
o

radiation of X = 0.2 AU.

The 'soft' end of the spectrum is not drawn in fig.

10. The reason for this is that in the course of the

experiments to be described, different thicknesses of

scatterer are used,varying from 10 sheets of paper of

surface density 0.064 gm. per sq. cm. to 1.9 cm. of

paraffin wax of surface density 1.77 gm. per sq. cm.

Using/
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Using as thick a scatterer as 1.9 cm of paraffin wax

the spectrum at the *soff end is virtually reduced to
o

zero intensity about 1.2 AU (without considering the

absorption of the X-ray tube window, or of other matter

in the path of the rays). Using a thinner scatterer,

say of 0.3 cm. paraffin wax, the spectrum extends to
o

2.5 or 3 AU (again excluding the other absorbers in the

X-ray paths). The extent of the spectrum at the 'soft'

end must therefore be regarded as most variable.

Aperture effects and ionization.

The great disparity in cross section of the beams

entering primary and secondary ionization chambers was

thought to require consideration. The primary aperture

was therefore altered and made to consist of many (about __

I (//TUZa taAAAtd-
30), very small, well spaced pinholes.^ Thio affootcd

flo primcxvy" <xp<zrt~w<S less I'Z fnm. ctia^rvefc<- wei-e Subsequently «^-5e-d.
-the -ebaorvationo do muoh thafy In the later stages of

da

the work a primary aperture was used, the primary

beam intensity was reduced and at the same time inter¬

rupted by a mechanically driven rotating shutter.

Precautions with this device were required to avoid

inaccurate readings due to effects of equal or approxi¬

mate synchronism between the frequency of the mains

(50 cycles / sec,) and that of the interrupter.

ftsA.
(tJia j

&*-

of '&•

Gol(i leaf electroscopes used for measuring change of
potential"

Gold leaf electroscopes were used to measure the

potentials acquired by the electrodes of the ionization

chambers. Observations of gold leaf deflections were

made/
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made by long focus microscopes in terms of eyepiece

scale divisions. Readings were estimated to tenths of

a division on a tenth millimetre scale.

A cubical box electroscope was used with the

primary. Since it is convenient to keep the case of

the electroscope at earth potential, this case and the

walls of the primary ionization chamber were kept at

earth potential and the full potential of 360 volts

required to maintain saturation potential in the ioniza¬

tion chamber was therefore used on the electrode.

A gold leaf was mounted which gave with this potential

a sensitivity of about 1 division per volt. For the

secondary ionization chamber, a Wilson Tilted electro¬

scope was used. In this instrument it is convenient to
OuV\cL o\*JJUxkjL tMs. %-dd- /r-o-Trv

keep the gold leaf and the case at^earth potential and
to maintain a constant potential difference of 200 volts

Case
between tfaooc and fch© adjustable plate. The electrode

^oJxd. > ' vm-

of the secondary ionization chamber was therefore^-erfe-
earth potential, and the walls insulated and kept at

360 volts. The potential of the electroscope plate

was kept at - 200 volts. The sensitivity of the Wilson

Tilted electroscope can be raised or lowered by adjust-i

ing the distance between plate and leaf, and it also

depends upon the plate voltage and tilt. As the sensi¬

tivity is increased however it tends to become more

variable on account of slight changes in one or* other

of the important factors. For this reason precautions

must/
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must be taken to keep battery voltages as far as pos¬

sible free from temperature variations throughout the

day. In practice it is found better in the long rim

to work at a low sensitivity which will keep relatively

constant than to sacrifice constancy to sensitivity.

During the course of the experiments the sensitivity

of this electroscope was therefore kept between 10 and

12 divisions per volt. The sensitivity was tested at

intervals against a standard Weston cell.

The Gold leaf problems.

Beaten gold leaf is partially but not uniformly

crystalline, and from this cause irregularities may arise

in its bending under electrostatic stress. The narrower

and more sensitive leaves show this very readily. The

leaf motion must therefore be tested by a calibration

carried out with both increasing and decreasing poten¬

tials. The calibration curve of an unsatisfactory leaf

is shown in fig. 11 and of a satisfactory one in fig.12.

The same calibration provides a test for the linearity

of the scale of the instrument. The scale of the

cubical box electroscope was always linear over more

than the working range, but the test in the tilted

electroscope was found to be necessary. If the scale

was not sufficiently linear it could be improved by

slightly lowering the sensitivity.

Correction for leak in electroscopes .

Using the relatively high potentials on the

ionization chambers that were found to be necessary,

electroscope/
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electroscope leaks took place sufficient to require

correction. The leaks were not large but were suf¬

ficient to introduce an error of 1 to S per cent on

the longest readings. It was considered preferable to

observe the leaks and apply the corrections to readings

of long duration (15 to 25 minutes) rather than to alter

the conditions by excessive raising of the X-ray tube

current. The rate of leak was usually observed in the

morning, at mid-day and in the late afternoon.
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PART III. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE.

Before entering upon a description of the main

series of experiments, one preliminary experiment

will now be reported, because it gave the first

evidence of certain unexpected facts which it is

the object of this thesis to establish.

AT
COMPARISON OF ^ QF THE PRIMARY BEAM WITH ^ OF THE

SECONDARY BEAM SCATTERED AT 90° FROM LIGHT SCATTERERS.

This experiment was originally carried out using

an induction coil and Muller X-ray tube (1) with a

tungsten anticathode. The tube was mounted with its

axis horizontal. The primary of the induction coil

was energised by a 30 volt battery through a rheostat.

The voltage applied to the tube was varied by changing

the rheostat adjustment and thereby primary X-ray be'ams

of different penetrating power were produced. These

passed in succession through the system of apertures,

(fig. -5V>) containing the scatterers at SS, the aper-
GJLt\XnJls3

turs$.being in a horizontal plane. The primary radia-
r

tion passed to Ep and radiation scattered by SS passed
to electroscope Es , the angle of scattering being
90° + 12° With short exposures measurements were made

of oc = % , & - %' . * = S/P
S being the deflection of Es due to the X-ray exposure
p " w " " Ep in the same " "
s7
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S1 being the deflection of Es when a 50% absorption
filter of aluminium
thickness Y cm. is
placed at EE.

P' " " " " Ep when a 50$ absorption
filter of aluminium
thickness x is placed
at 00.

men - £-%(£> I
4111 lp c ~ p* (.gi) —■ f,- i°ft. (j)

In experiments by earlier workers ftp)s was found
to be almost the same as ftp)p and practically indis¬
tinguishable from it towards the low -frequency end of

the range of investigation. This was interpreted as

showing good agreement with the Thomson theory of

scattering. On the Compton theory of scattering how¬

ever, identity of penetrating power in primary and

secondary beams is not expected, for within the range

of wave lengths of these experiments an appreciable

intensity of incoherent scattering is predicted from

light elements, and the relative intensity of incoherent

radiation increases for the shorter wave lengths. For

comparison with experiment the values of ftp)s corres¬
ponding to integral values of (/*)p (both measured in
aluminium) have been worked out for totally modified

homogeneous beams. They are as follows;

t
S«e vahxMj of Z ~ £ _ KN. ToWe VIII
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ia (f±) & - W,
(it).

1 1.2 20.0$
2 22.25 12.5
3 3.35 11.7
4 4.4 10.0
5 5.45 9.0
6 6.5 8.3
7 7.55 7.9
8 8.6 7.5
9 9.65 7.2

This experiment cannot be regarded as a very

accurate one. The quantities and (/js)p are in¬
directly obtained, and an error in the observation of

S/P will cause errors in opposite directions in

and Qi-J . The observations are, moreover, very
sensitive to unsteadiness either in the high tension

supply or in the filament current of the X-ray tube.

The results^ however, although unexpected, show a fair
consistency. Early results are given in Table 1(a),

(b) , (c) and (d). In these tables the calculated values

of (ffis ~~~ (ffip for 100$ incoherent scattering at 90° for
Wr

a homogeneous primary beam of fp equal to that observed
are also given.

In these experiments it appeared that (,*£) was con-

siderably greater than (/p) j the observed difference
being greater even than the maximum possible^en"the
IVttk loljjly vvwacUfied *
Oomptoh thoory of scattering. In particular the soften¬

ing' showed to a surprising extent at the'soft' end. Since

it is possible that apparent softening of the secondary

beam might be due either to scattering at angles

differing/
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differing appreciably from 90° or to some L character¬

istic radiations entering the secondary electroscope

from lead screening or from filters , the following

changes in the apparatus were made.

(1) The aperture AA was narrowed down from 2" diam¬

eter to 7/8" diameter, and at the same time the

aluminium filters for the secondary beam were

placed at DD instead of at EE. From the upper

part of Table 1(e) it will be seen that the re¬

sults were not much affected by this change.

(2) All lead screening which could be suspected of

affecting the secondary electroscope was covered
frUcM. /unto erf-

with^filter paper. The readings were again not
appreciably affected by this alteration (see the

lower part of Table 1(e).)

(3) A still smaller primary aperture 1/2" diameter
previerusly covtAjeet fiUbt.

was used, and the lead oppooito tho -oooondary

oloctroooopo was removed. The observations were

unchanged.

All attempts to explain the softening as a spurious

effect having failed, the remaining hypotheses were

either that some unsuspected source of error existed

or that the results were genuine. In the latter case

there were two alternative explanations: either the

softening of the secondary was greater than any theory

predicted , or the effect was due to a disproportionate

hardness in the primary, showing to a certain extent

in/
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in all the observations, and most markedly at the'soft'

end of the range. If penetrating constituents of the

primary beam were for any reason not proportionally

represented in the secondary beam, the primary would

be correspondingly 'harder than the secondary derived

from it. Now such disproportionate scattering is to

be expected if the 'hardest' constituents of the primary

beam are partially polarised in a vertical planej a

condition which is known to exist. The influence of

polarisation was not immediately tested. A year later

the same experiment was repeated after the high tension

apparatus had been changed from induction coil to trans¬

former (1), and the electroscopes replaced by ionization

chambers. The Muller X-ray tube used was the same as

in the earlier experiments. The results (given in

Table 1(f)) were not materially different from those

obtained with the less reliable apparatus.

In passing, attention is drawn to three observa¬

tions out of the total of 66 recorded in Table I,

namely two in Table 1(e) and one in Table 1(f) which

give (fyp - * 1'b.ese observations will be referred
to subsequently in the thesis.

HxaIc. by i^aAkh cjc w. •vvm^cA peXtrci , vw»-r- tX+trUL. eA)
■H/sSXAJL b-u Nf1? Sdie . I IvftAj ~frtrY ttvio

aJt Xjx^ic. <^»{XcLa | »

XUk'Xcw (kx/z CrO(\j<Ajexib ^ It Sty^y^tci *&<, -£vcw€a>ov "tfcjz,
txJb-t. XAAs -^\AJLA/ XJJ(KO A. 9^° *
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SECTION_ II . SC*TTKhIMG EXPKhlhEtt TS.

Turning now to what have usually been referred to

in the laboratory as the "horizontal line" experiments,

a general survey of the observations made by the writer

will be given.

In this experiment the ratio b/P of the ioniza¬

tions produced by the scattered and primary beams is

measured for a series of beams of different average

penetrating power. The scattered beam was always

observed at 90° to the primary, beams of different

penetrating power were obtained by varying tube voltage.

The value of b/P as ordinate is plotted against ob¬

served values of /yp as abscissa. The descriptive name

"horizontal line" experiment comes from the fact that

the experiment, as ordinarily carried out in the

laboratory, gives a graph having a horizontal portion.

Befox*e the present work was begun this experiment had

been performed by many research workers and reports of

some of their observations had been made, as already

explained thi3 experiment gave results apparently

inconsistent with accepted theory. Much obscurity re¬

mained however, the position being as follows, hesults

under given conditions (that is, on one particular

apparatus used with every controllable condition the

same) were constant. Different experimental conditions

led to a variety of results. Experiments in which

some/
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some controllable condition was varied showed on one

apparatus that the particular condition was significant

and on another that it was not so. Buch circumstances

suggest that the real controlling condition is eluding

the observer because it is not one of the directly

contx'ollable conditions. Under such circumstances the

only profitable course is to conduct the experiment

over as wide a x*ange of conditions as possible in the

hope of finding a clue to the elusive variable.

This experiment was performed many times, over a

long period, during which many variations were made in

the conditions. Ihe main conditions which can be

varied or controlled are:-

(1) Type of high tension supply.

(2) Type of X-ray tube.

(3) Filtering of primary beam.

(4) Tube current.

(5) atomic number* of tube target.

(b) Bcatterer material.

(7) iicatterer thickness.

In the earlier stages of the work it was impossible

to say which of the conditions were important. But as

the body of experimental information grew, certain

generalisations became possible and it appeax*ed probable

that the experimental results were determined, not by

any/

» Evidence of this has been given as recently as 1939,
the suggestion being put forward that the experimental
results may depend on the room in which the experi¬
ment is performed*
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any one or two factors, but by a number of factors, all

of which were operative together, sometimes with one

factor predominant, sometimes with others.

Altogether 157 experiments of this type wore car¬

ried out. Of these, 109 wore hot cathode tubo experi¬

ments, 82. of which are admitted for reporting here.

The 20 discarded experiments include: -

(a) the experiments carried out with transformer

(1) (on account of the transformer's bad low

cur-rent performance) - 2 in number}

(b) experiments carried out with pinhole primary

apertures or otherwise special conditions - 10

in number;

(c) experiments in which the ionization chambers were

not in good working order- - 8 in number.

The gas tube experiments totalled 48, all carried out

during the first fifteen months of research. Of these,

13 are used for comparison with the later more

accurate work, and further useful information is

derived from many of the others. All the admitted

experiments carried out with paper or paraffin wax

scatterers are included in Tables II and III pp.

excepting a few with 16 sheets of paper, and certain

experiments on filtered primary beam3 which will be

reported differently.

The/
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The observations were made by admitting the

radiation through the aperture system* till a standard

deflection was obtained on one of the electroscopes and

the deflection of the other electroscope then taken.

The time required for a single reading was anything

from 2 (or under special circumstances a little less)

to 25 minutes, hepetition of the quickly taken

readings was an easy matter, but the time available in

a working day set limitations on the repetitions

possible for the lengthy readings, No reading of S/P

was treated as fully established unless there were e.t

least two observations and for the faster readings

three was the usual number* four or five being

occasionally taken. Values of pjf> were usually taken

once only. The maximum reading error in 3/P can be

taken as 2 per cent* and. the reading error of jx/p about
4 per cent. If the observations were pushed to the

limit at the soft end. (25 minutes duration), the read¬

ing error for the last point includes the leak correc¬

tion reading and amounts to 3 per cent in S/P and up to

5 per cent in pjp • Repeated observations were usually
but not invariably within these limits. The plotted

points are considered to be accurate to 1% for all

points except possibly the softest radiation point, and

for this a 2% allowance is ample.

* Cf. date of experiment with date of aperture systems
in figures 5 to 8.
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heau.lta of the experiments ,

In the tables of scattering experiments* Table II

pp. 115-11(3 gives an analysis of all the experiments made

with wax scatter®?3. six different thicknesses were

used and the experiments are grouped together first

according to scatter®? thickness and, then according to

the X*ray tube. Within each group the experiments are

arranged In the order of performance. Table III gives

a similar analysis for scatterera of filter paper*

grouped first according to scattering thickness and then

according to X-ray tuba. Within each group the order

is that of date of performance except in Illb and the

lower group of IIIc where the experiments are arranged

according to the aizo of X-ray tube currents* with the

smallest tubs current at the top of the group.

One graph for each aoatterer is given in fig.13

by way of illustration and to explain how the analysis

given in the tables records the essential facts of the

observations, all these graphs are taken from Mullor

tube experiments using similar currents* so as to be

as far as possible comparable with one another. The

obvious features of the graph are a horizontal portion

for lower values of /yp * and at greater values of /yjo
a portion where d/P decreases for increasing /yy> .

In certain of the graphs the horizontal portion, if it

exists at all, does so for so short a range of /yp or

for such low values of yyp that it is not observed.
In/
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In other graphs not shown In the figure the horizontal

portion continues throughout the entire range of observa

tion.

These results are not new, for the scattering

experiment has been carried out by many workers over a

long period* In their reports, however, emphasis has

till recently been placed on the fact of the horizontal
44

portion. In the present view the general shape of

the graph is the essential thing. The analysis has

therefox*e been carried out and tabled to show the range

of the horizontal portion (column 4), the *alue of fyp

at the change from horizontal line to slope (column 5),

the range over which ii/P decreases (column 6) and an

estimate of the rate of decrease (column 7). In general

the slopes observed are small.

In all the experiments of Tables II and III the

average penetrating power was changed by varying the

primary voltage. Apart from the unavoidable filtering

caused by (1) the tube walls, (2) the scatterer, and

(3) the relatively small air path (70 cm), the primary

beam was unfiltered. The current through the X-ray

tube could not be kept at one constant value throughout

the range of the experiment because the intensity of
be^wrg

the X-ray ^varies enormously when the voltage on the
tube is varied, the ionizations for 100 kv. and 30 kv.

being approximately in the ratio of 100 to 1. For

reasons/
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reasons of accuracy, readings taking less than 2 minutes

or more than 25 minutes were not admissable. It was

therefore necessary to raise the current when using low

voltages, the high currents being usually s to 6 times

the lower current, oo long as the measuring system

was operating properly these current changes did not

affect the value of 3/P on the horizontal portion of

the graph, and the change therefore seemed quite per¬

missible, but it appeared that large current variations

had a definite influence on the sloping part of the

graph.

It was also found necessary, at times, to lower

the current at the extreme high voltage point, in order

to keep within the saturation potential conditions for

the primary ionization chamber. This change of current

was slight and had no undesirable influence on the

value of S/P.

Before proceeding to the analysis of the observa¬

tions given in Tables II and III it is felt to be

necessary to emphasise that when thi3 work was begun

all attempts at controlled experiments had led to

inconclusive results. The main aim in the present

series of experiments which wa3 carried out under

Professor Barkla*s supervision was to accumulate a

large/

* or with well filtered beams 80 seconds.
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large body of experimental evidence covering as wide

a range of conditions as possible. This was done in

the hope of discovering significant influences. The

straight forward scattering experiment, however,

although it was carried out with many variations in

the conditions, did not indicate clearly any important

influence, and it was from a modified form of the

scattering experiment, performed only a few times that

a line of development arose. The somewhat inconclusive

evidence of the straightforward scattering experiment

will be discussed before the modified experiment is

reported.

I. THE RESULTS OF THE EXPKhlhEflT DEPEND

Oh THE TUBE CUHKKNT.

When the results of the scattering experiment were

analysed and grouped according to (1) scatterer material

(2) scatterer thickness and (3) "tube, it was evident

that within certain of the large groups there was con¬

siderable variation. Especially in the largest group

of all - in Table Illb - bcatterer, Filter paper, thick¬

ness, 50 sheets, Tube, Muller (2) the graphs varied

from entirely horizontal to entirely sloping. When

this group was arranged roughly in order to tube cur¬

rents it was seen that ail the entirely sloping graphs

were/
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were obtained with low currents# With medium and high

currents all graphs showed a horizontal portion,only four

out of the ten graphs showing a sloping portion. Other

groups were therefore examined for signs of a similar

tendency.

The groups containing suitable material for this

examination were:

TUBE SUAITEKEK

(1) Muller (2) Filter Paper 10 sheets

(2) Muller (2) Filter Paper 50 sheets

(3) Andrews (2) Filter Paper 50 sheets

(4) Muller (2) Filter Paper 100 sheets.

In group (1) the scatterer was so thin that low

currents were not practicable. Moreover the interpre¬

tation was difficult in this group because almost in¬

variably thero was a high point in the graph,a3 noted

in Table Ilia, and illustrated in the first graph of

figure 13. tfuch high points were not observed in any

other group and It is thought that they may be connected

with the thinness of the scatterer. Group (1) experi¬

ments could therefore not be used. In groups 2. 3. and

4. it is seen that with the lower currents the sloping

portion of the graph develops at a lower value of pjp •

2./
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2. Muller tube (2) and scatterer of 50 sheets of
filter paper.

With tube currents ranging from about 0.2 to 1.5

mat the three experiments show no horizontal portion.

With medium currents of about 0.4 to 6.0 ma. a

definite extended horizontal portion i3 seen in all

six experiments up to /# = 3.25 at least, in one case

the limit is at 4»4t in two cases there is no 3ign of

the break as far as fifp = 5.0» and in one. none as

far as /rfp = 5.75.

With high currents reaching 8 or 9 ma, breaks are

seen at 4.0(?) in one experiment, at 5.0 in another,

and, in the other two, no bend is seen although the

graphs extend to /Vp = 4,9 and = 6.25.

3. Andrews tube (2) and soatterer of fifty sheets of
~~

filter paper.

The 2 experiments with lower currents show a break

at /xfp ~ 3.5. In 3 experiments with medium currents
no break is seen up to /Vp » 5.1, 5.4 and 7.0

respectively.

4. Muller tube (2) and scatterer of 100 sheets of
filter paper.

In 3 experiments with small currents and 2 experi¬

ments with medium currents the break occurs at 2.5.

One experiment was horizontal up to 2.5 and not carried

further. Two experiments with large tube currents

showed/
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showed the break at j^jp = 3.25 and 3.55 respectively.

These comparisons suggest that there

is a tendency for the curve to break

into a slope at lower values of j^fp
j

.

as the tube currents are reduced.

II. THE KKSULTS OF THE EXPEhlhEMTS DEPEHD IU PaKT

Ob THE X-KAY TUBE.

To show that this is the case, experiments must

be carried out with different tubes, other conditions

being maintained a3 far as possible the same. This at

once raises difficult questions# for while it is a

straightforward matter to conduct the comparison with

identical scatterers and with tubes having anticathodes

of the same atomic number# it is not possible to say

what current for the one tube gives comparable con¬

ditions with a definite current for the second tube.

The only possible procedure is to compare different

tubes working under their own average operating con¬

ditions. Comparison of the results obtained with the

Andrews tube (£) and the Muller tubes (1) or (2) is

obtained from Tables IXa# Illb and IIIc.

From/
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From Table IIa. ocatterer - Paraffin Wax,
Thickness 0.3 cm.

2 Experiments with
Andrews tube.(2)

3/F constant throughout the
observed range 2.40 < A <
6.25. p

4 Experiments with
Muller tube (2).

3/P decreasing throughout the
observed range 2.25 < A <
5.1. p

From Table Illb. Ecatterer - Filter Paper,
50 sheets. Only the low current values
lead, to distinct differences.

2 Experiments with
Andrews tube (2)

S/P constant to r/f = 3.5.

9 Experiments with
Muller tube (2)

3/P not constant above /Vp
= 2.2. possibly rioh <d>o-v-e J-g

From Table IIIc. Ecatterer - Filter Paper,
100 sheets.

6 Experiments with
Andrews tube (2)

3/P constant up to JVp - 4 0
or greater. In 3 out of 4
experiments, 3/P decreasing
after 4.5.

8 Experiments with
Muller tube (2)

3/P not constant beyond
- 2.5 unless very large
currents are used and even then
not constant above 3.5.

Unfortunately full details about the material and

construction of the tubes are not available. The best

guide to the difference in performance between the

Andrews tube and the Mullei' tube is to plot pjp against
tube kilovolts for each in turn. Two such graphs are

given/
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given in figures 14(a) and 14(b)• They show that the

Andrews tube is comparatively 'softer' than the kuller

at the 'hard' end and 'harder' than the Mulier at the

'30ft* end. The difference between the tubes is#

however# slight# and apparently negligible in the

middle range of kilovoltage. The shape of the scatter¬

ing graph is therefore not thought to be determined by

differences in the penetrating power of radiation from

the two tubes when working at the same kilovoltage.

The origin of these differences was not further

investigated•

The second conclusion is that the limit

of constant S/P depends in part on the

X-ray tube employed. It is always Of a

lower value of p-jp for the kuller tubes

than for the Andrews tube.

in. THE ttESUhTS OF THE EXPKhlkENT DEPEND ON THE
THICKNESS OF THE SCATTKftBh.

The influence of scatterer thickness is seen by

comparing the results obtained using a particular bulb

and a particular scattering material# and a series of

different thicknesses. The following tables are ex¬

tracted from Tables II and III pp. "3-(19

Taking the results of filter paper scatterers

first, the grouping according to the size of tube

currents, we have the following comparisons.
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BCATTEHEkS OF FliiTEH PaPKH, MUhLEk TUBE (2),
HIOH OUHHEflTS,

50 sheets
0,32 gm/sq.cm. 4 experiments

B/P constant to Hp
- 4 or higher.

100 sheets
0.64 gia/svi.cia. 2 experiments

B/P constant to Hp
- 3.25 or 3.55.

BCATTEkEHB OF FliiTEH PAPEH» UUlihEK TUBE (2),
MEDIUM TUBE CUHKENTS.

50 3heets
0.32 gm/sq,.cm. 6 experiments.

B/P constant to sip
- 3.25 or higher.

100 3heets
0.64 gm/s^.cra.

2 experiments B/P constant to pip
» 2.5.

SOATTEHEHB OF FINISH PAPEH, MUJUJ^EH TUBE (2),
JLIOW GUHHEHTS.

50 sheets
0.32 gm/sq,.cm.

3 experiments B/P not constant
above pjp - 1.8

OTve. %'% C')

100 sheets
0.64 gm/sci.cm.

4 eyperiments B/P constant to HP
= 2.5

BCATTEKEHB OF FliiTEH PAPEtt, AflDHEWB TUBE (2),
MEDIUM UUEHKHTS.

50 sheets
0.32 gm/s4.cm.

3 experiments B/P constant over the
observed range to /yjp
-- 5.1, 5.4 and 7.0
respectively.

100 sheets
0.04 gm/s<i.cm.

4 experiments B/P constant to Hp
= 4, and in one case
to 5.4.
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Aa has already been shown^ the limit of constant

S/P comes at a higher value of when the current

ia increased. The above table shows that for a given

current this limit tends to occur at a higher value of

/iP for the thinner scatterers. Using the Andrews

tube (2), the limit of constant S/P is reached for the

thicker scatterer only. The exception seen in the low

current observations with the Muller tube will be

discussed later. Similar results are seen when using

paraffin wax scatterers:-

SCATTEEEii OF PaEaFFIE WAX. MULnEK TUBE (2)
PjxIMAKY APEkTUEE 6.58 mm. KOTaTIEG SHUTTEK IE USE.

1.1 cm. 3 experiments S/P constant
1.01 gm/aq.cm. Low and medium to /yp =

currents » 3.0.

1.9 cm. 3 experiments S/P decreasing Average
1.77 gm/sq.cm. Low and medium from the first slope

currents. point at /yp - 3.4.
= 1.8. ' A

SOATTEEEK OF PAKaFFIE WAX, AEDKEWS TUBE (2)
MEDIUM CUhKENTS.

0.3 cm. 2 experiments S/P constant
0.27 gm/sq, .cm. to last

observed point
at y^/p a I

5.0 to 6.0.

1.25 cm. 2 experiments S/P decreasing Average
1.15 gm/sq.cm. from the first slope

observed point m 2.8.
at Mp =
1.8.
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sgatxehek of PaKaFFIK wax. cqolidge tube.
medium GUhKEJiTS.

0.3 cm. 2 experiments S/P constant
0.27 gm/sq,.cm. to Mp =

3.5 to 5.0

0.85 cm. 1 experiment S/P decreasing
0.79 gm/sqL.cm. from the first

observed point
at /VP a
2.9.

1.1 cm. 1 experiment S/P conatant
1.01 gm/sci»em. to Ffc »

2.3

Working with a paraffin wax acatterer the experiments

carried out with the Andrews tube and the Goolidge

tube agree in showing more extended horizontal portions

with the thinner scatterera. In the Muller tube

experiment the graphs are all sloping, and no com¬

parison is possible about the particular values of

where the slope begins.

The findings in this section are as follows}

Six out of seven comparisons consistently

show the limit of constant s/P at a hi flier

value of for thinner scatterers than for

thicker scatterera. In the seventh comparison,

that in which filter paper, Muller tube and

low currents were used, (i) the observations

are/
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are apparently inconsistent with the other

six aeta of results, (ii) the observations

are nevertheless well aubatantiated since

there are several experiments with each of the

two thicknesses, (iii) a possible explanation

of the apparent inconsistency is that where

there are so many influences at work, it is

still poaaible that some variable other than

the scatterer thickness is here the more

influential one.

In addition to the agreement shown in

the comparisons, there is a general tendency

for the graph to slope when thick 3catterers

are used. This bears out very well the view

that increasing the thickness of the scatterer

makes the limit of constant 3/P change to a

lower value of yyp . a wide range of surface
densities has been used, from 0.27 to 1.77 gm/sq.

cm. and with the highest surface densities no

observations of a region of constant 3/P

could be obtained.

This completes the account of the observations on

the simple scattering experiment. Ae pass now to con¬

sider a modified form of this experiment in which the

primary beam was filtered before reaching the scatterer.

IV./
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FILTERED FILTERED AND
S/P. INTERCEPTED

S/P.
FS 1.22 0.933 O.883

80 1.73 0.926 0.882
59 1.95 0.909 0.876
55 2.10 0.882 0.847
50 2.25 0.855 0.626

KV. /%>
~w
87
80
75
70
60

_15_

Filter' peeper
UMFILTERED

PRIMARY
S/P.

1.4
1.75
2.0
2.25
2.5
2.95
3*25-

1.002
1.004
1.010
1.007
0.984
O.943
0.928
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IV. THE EFFECT OF FlhlEhlflO THE X-ivAY BEAM BEFOKE IT

REACHES THE SUATTEAEK.

Although only a few experiments with filtered rays

were made» they have that greater reliability which has

often been remarked upon by experimenters using filt¬

ered beams. 1'he separate readings seem to be more

consistent than do those made with unfiltered radia-

-tion. The importance of these experiments lies in the

fact that by their somewhat striking results the main

clue to the problem under investigation wa3 suggested.

1. The first experiment was carried out on 7.7.33

with 50 sheets of paper and with Coolidge tube operated

at 1 maj ionization chambers were in use. The beam was

filtered by 0.05 cm. aluminium placed at aperture BB

(fig, 7). On the two immediately preceding days the

experiment using unfiltered beams had been performed

with the same current, i ma, the results on these two

day3 being consistent. Ko change of any kind had been

made in the tube or scatterer.

The graphs are compared in fig. 15(a) where fpp is abs¬

cissa and in fig. 15(b) where kilovoltage on the X-ray

tube is abscissa. The contrast between the filtered

and unfiltered beams is clear and the graphs show that

8/P is constant to about ^/p - 2.25 for unfiltered and
to about 1.8 for filtered radiation. When the results

are/
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are plotted against kilovoltage on the tube, S/P is

constant to about 75 kilovolts for unfiltered beams,

and for the filtered beams a rapid decrease in S/P sets

in about 60 kv•

2. On 7.5.34 a filtered radiation experiment was per¬

formed using a paraffin wax scatterer 1.25 cm. thick

(1.15 gm/s<i.cm) and the Andrews tube (2). On the

two immediately preceding experimenting days the experi¬

ments had been conducted with unfiltered radiation under

exactly similar conditions and with consistent results.

No alteration in tube or scatterer was made, but for

the experiment with filtered radiation a thickness of

0.059 cm. aluminium was inserted at BB (fig. 7 ).

With the unfiltered radiation the limit of constant

S/P was already at too low a value of to be observed.

The influence of filtering on the sloping portion of

the graph is seen in fig. 16. ?<hen plotted against /yp ,

S/P for the filtered beams showed an increased slope

throughout the observed range, but plotted against

kilovoltage the slope is somewhat lessened above 56 kv

and increased below this limit•

3. Two further experiments of this kind were made.

On 3.6.35 in the afternoon, an experiment with filtered

primary beams was conducted using a filter paper scat¬

terer, 10 sheets thick, the Muller tube (2) and a filter

of 0.125 cm. aluminium. On the morning of that day, the

unfiltered radiation had been used under identical con¬

ditions. The two experiments of 3.6.35 are shown in

fie./
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fig. 17(a) plotted against fp and in fig. 17(b) plotted

against kilovoltage. In this experiment the slope does

not appear on the graph for unfiitered radiation while

it does so on the graph for filtered radiation.

4. On the following day, 4.6.35 the experiment was

carried out with 50 sheets of filter paper as scatterer,

with the Muller tube (2) unaltered in any way, and

with a filter C.125 cm. of aluminium. This experiment

shows a drop of fully 16^ per cent in the value of

5/P for 41 kv as compared with that for 88.5 kv; the

cox-responding change in from 2.65 to 1.96 being

3mali and equivalent to monochromatic beams of =

0.56 and ~ 0.5 hU.

Discussion of foregoing results.

These observations on filtered primary rays throw

light on the problem of the simple scattering experi¬

ment. This experiment, especially in the range of

obsex-vation which yields constant values of 8/P ha3

been taken by all workers in this research school to

give a true law of scattering for variation of pene¬

trating power of heterogeneous beams. assuming that

the experiment does so, an interpretation has to be

obtained for the expex-iments with filtered radiation

which are now under discussion.

The observations show that if the radiation pro¬

duced with highest voltage is filtered before the

scatterer/
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acatterer, the scattering ratio falls (from point A

to point B in the figures). The filtering removes a

large part of the softest rays. A fall of scattering

ratio resulting from this hardening process is in

accordance with accepted theory, for, as Table VIII

shows, (a) total 90° scattering (modified and un¬

modified) per unit primary intensity decreases slightly

as wave length decreases and (b) the proportion of

Modified scattering increases as wave length decreases,

(b) implies a reduction of S/P because in practice

the secondary beam is subject to filtering subsequent

to scattering and before reaching the gas in the

ionization chamber.

If we pass down the filtered radiation graph from

B to 0 in the figures, that is, from the highest to the

lowest voltage point, the primary beam is deprived of

its hardest constituents and the remaining softer radia¬

tions must have on the whole higher 90° scattering per

unit primary intensity and a smaller proportion of

modified scattering. The scattering ratio ought to

rise on account of both changes. But it does not,

and in fact fails by a considerable amount; the least

observed fall was 8$ and the greatest 15J6,

If on the other hand we discard accepted theory

and look for some other explanation, there is only the

view put forward by Barkia that heterogeneous beams

do/
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do not obey the 3aae laws of scattering and absorption

a3 homogeneous beams. Applying this to the observations

it appears that the most homogeneous beam has the

smallest scattering ratio# But the laws of scattering

which are known to be obeyed by homogeneous beam3 were

first established by Barkla using heterogeneous beams:

discrepancies of 8 to 15^ in the observations would not

have been passed by him.

It is therefore urgently necessary to enquire

whether there is not a disturbing influence at work

in the scattering experiment which is accentuated when

the rays are filtered- The essential question is what

influence besides (a) and (b) above can cause the ratio

of S/P to fall with filtering before the scatterer.

%e look for an influence that becomes more potent

when the voltage on the tube is lowered. Polarization

in the primary beam was thought to be a possible in¬

fluence# It should be noted that all experimental

work was done with the apparatus ao oriented that the

scattered beam was observed in a direction perpendicular

to the plane of primary polarization#

Further* if it can be established that polariza¬

tion is present to such an extent that it influences

the value of S/P, then since observable polarization is

known to vary with voltage on the tube, the scattering

experiment as performed can no longer be taken to give

the fundamental law of scattering#
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V. THE TEST FOk THE INFLUENCE OF PHIMaKY POhAKIZATI ON .

No further progress could be made in the investi¬

gation until a test had been carried out for the hypo¬

thesis that the observed ratio S/P was influenced by

polarization present in the primary beam. There are

two ways of conducting such a test, (i) to keep the

source of X-rays fixed and rotate the measuring system

and (ii) to keep the measuring system fixed and rotate

the source. The first method is greatly to be pre¬

ferred if the whole measuring apparatus can be designed

from the start to be rotated. If this is not practic¬

able* the next best degree of precision is obtained by

rotating the X-ray tube, Since the measuring system

was in good order, but fixed, the easiest way to adapt

the apparatus for the test was to alter the mounting of

the X-ray tube so that its axis could be rotated about

the primary X-ray beam and firmly pinned in position

at 0°, 45° and 90° to the horizontal. Since the con¬

stitution of the primary beam varies with direction

from the focal spot, the axis of rotation must coincide

with the ray passing through the small primary aperture

CO Ifig. 8). To ensure that the primary ray remained

as far as possible unaltered, a ray direction had to be

fixed by marking the outside of the X-ray tube. Various

methods were tried, the most satisfactory being to mark

a/
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a 'point' with either a fine cotton thread croaa or

a fine ink. circle* The alignment could then be teated

optically by awitching on the tube filament to act as

a aource of light. The slightly scarred surface of

the focal spot on the anticathode scatters the light

and looks bright. The X-ray tube in its rotating

holder was placed so that, seen through the primary

aperture, the thread cross appeared central on the

focal spot as a bright background. The whole was

viewed by a telescope (with cross wires in the eyepiece)

focus3ed upon the surface mark. The orientation of

the axis of rotation was deemed satisfactory if the

line defined by the two crosses (in the telescope

eyepiece and on the tube surface) appeared to pass

through the centre of the bright spot, both when the

tube axis was horizontal and when (after rotation

through 90° ) it was in the vertical position. Using

thi3 method of alignment and a primary aperture CO

fig. 8, of 1.2 mm diameter certain variations in the

values of S/P, attributable to imperfect alignment and

amounting to at most + 3 per cent, were found to occur.

These were relatively unimportant, because they did not

affect the general 3hape of the graph. Larger errors

from this source had indeed been anticipated.

In January 1930 an attempt was made to reduce

residual errors caused by imperfect alignment of the

axis of rotation. The primary aperture was increased

in/
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in diameter from 1.2 mm. to 6.85 mm. To ensure satura¬

tion potential conditions being maintained in the

primary ionization chamber, the tube currents were kept

to the lower ranges and the former ratio of ionization

currents in primary and secondary chambers was restored

by U3ing an interrupter in the primary beam, mounted

between CC and the chamber. This took the form of a

rotating shutter which permitted only four or five per

cent of the radiation to pass through to the primary

chamber. The shutter introduced a new kind of error,

a variability in the individual observations due to

effects of synchronism between the speed of rotation

of the shutter and the mains frequency (the high tension

in the X-ray tube being unrectified)• This proved to

be a most annoying trouble, the only cure being to keep

varying the speed of rotation of the shutter. Since

the shutter was driven by a hot air engine, a gradually

changing frequency was possible. The compensating

advantage was that a fairly good estimate of total

polarization could be made. After this change the

alignment errors appeared to be about tl per cent

of S/P.

The simplest test for the presence of polarization

was to carry out the scattering experiment for un-

filtered radiation with the X-ray tube axis in a vertical

position, i.e. the cathode stream vertical (the plane

of/
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of observation being a fixed horizontal one). If the

graph of 3/P against pjp was then different from that

when the tube was in the normal (i.e. horizontal)

position, polarization was present. The first set

of observations showed markedly the effect of tube

orientation. Altogether 18 experiments were performed

with the tube vertical. In no case was H/P found to

be constant over a range of but invariably increased

as ftp increased *.

Sometimes the graph was a straight line and some¬

times it bent upwards as pp increased (fig. 19). The
latter was thought to be a possible counterpart to the

downward bend observed with the tube horizontal. The

eighteen experiments were therefore analysed to show

the ranges of ju/p observed and the corresponding rates
of increase of H/P (see Table IV pp. 12.0-1)

These experiments were conducted exactly as were

the original scattering experiments except for the

difference in tube orientation, Ho change at all was

made in the measuring system. Oareful attention was

given to alignment. Under these conditions any differs

encea introduced into the observations by the tube

rotation must be attributed to polarization in the

primary beam. Here we are not concerned with a differ¬

ence on a small scale. The over all increase in S/P

in an experiment with the tube vertical varied from b%

to/
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to £0fi, values in every case greater than could be

accounted for in terms of experimental error.

VI. OOMPAKISOM OF oGATTEKlfrfa PAUAhhfck, aflD PKKPEHDICULAh

TO THE OiiTHQDE SlJlEAM.

The question of the observability of polarization

effects in the scattering experiment was not now doubted.

It wa3 however desirable to compare the scattering

curves with the tube first in one position and then in

the other. 6uoh an experiment was not easy to conduct

because of the limited time available in a wcrking day.

The alignment of the tube had to be examined before each

part of the experiment. Although great care wa3 taken

with alignment, trouble sometimes developed on account

of the tube slipping slightly after it was 3et in the

vertical position, apparently when the high tension was

first put on. This shift was never observed in the

horizontal position, a check on the alignment was

always made after a run of observations as well as

before the run, but it was found that if observable

slip had taken place» it showed itself in the readings.

An example of this will be shown in the next section.

Any trouble of this kind prevented the successful com¬

pletion of the day's work.

It was also necessary to work as quickly as pos¬

sible over both parts of the curve in the hope of

finding/
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finding time at the end of the day to check up on the

first point of the first graph. This necessitated a

third setting of the tube and was possible on only a

few occasions. The range of variation of ftp was

naturally restricted* readings taking more than 15

minutes being prohibitively long.

The observations in axl twelve experiments of this

gr<pup are given in Table V. The ratios (S/P)H

and(S/P)y are the values of 8/P when the tube axis is
horizontal and vertical respectively, and the scattering

parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the cathode

stream. The twelve graphs are shown in fig. 20.

For reasons already explained, the accuracy of the

points is good in graphs i, ii, vil, viii, ix, x and

xii the accuracy of separation between the (ti/P)Y and

(S/P) graphs is good in graphs lii, iv, v, vi and xi.

The points in graph xi are particularly badly affected

by stroboscopic error.

In the experiments with thick scatterers, 1.1 cm.

and 1.9 cm. Paraffin Wax, (S/P) is sloping steeply and

shows no sign of constancy except possibly at the very

beginning of graph iv. In these graphs (S/P)v slopes

steeply upward. A bend in (S/P)v(Graph iii) appears.

Graph viii for 10 3heets of paper also shows no hori¬

zontal part of (S/P )h but here ftp i3 not taken to low
values. All other graphs show (S/P)H constant over a

certain/
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certain range, The accuracy of the experiments is not

sufficient to determine whether or not the bend occurs

at the same values of in (S/P)H and (S/P)v . To
determine this it is desirable to use a more accurate

method. Suggestions regarding this will be made at

a later stage.

It follows from the theory given on pp.2i-3ot that

the fraction of polarized energy ani the value of S/P

corrected for polarization can both be obtained from

these observations, provided that the beams measured

in the two positions of the tube are properly comparable,

i.e. if the axis of rotation of the tube truly coincides

with the ray through the centres of the primary apert¬

ures. The polarized energy is ^.P{v , fJZ!" > and the
(S/P)v -i~ LS/HJ H

corrected value of S/P is i { Cs/pJv + ts/p)Hj .

If however the alignment is not ^uite perfect, the

secondary beams in the two cases are standardised

against slightly different primaries, the secondaries

themselves being inappreciably affected since the

secondary aperture is large. An error of a few i>er cent

will therefore enter the measurement of (S/P)v relative
to (S/P)H • Since (S/P)y and (S/P)H are nearly the same,
the polarized energy, depending on their differences

will be rather Inaccurate, but the corrected value of

S/P will only carry half the error of (S/P)v • The
mean value of S/P i3 calculated in the tables and

plotted/
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plotted on the graph. Those mean values suggest that

the true S/P value increases very slowly as p/p inoreases^t a rate whid

better test of the observability of primary polariza¬

tion than do those of the preceding section. Besides

showing the different shapes of the two graphs they

show (S/P)v > (8/P)h , They also give an (S/P) graph
corrected for polarization.

Regarding the accuracy of the observations the

following points are of importance, in the early

experiments with aoall aperture a repetition of the

process of tubs alignment and reading of S/P gave

values varying from the mean S/P by * 3$. This error

affects only the absolute magnituie of S/P and not

appreciably the shape of the graph. But it also affects

the separation between the graph3 of (S/P)v and (S/P)H .

Thi3 shows in measurements of fractional polarization,

which vary from 1.3# to 8$ at the hard end for 3mali

aperture observations. This corresponds to observed

separations of 2,6# and 16,6# or a reading variability
of * 3.6#, This is in agreement with the resetting

variability.

In January 1936 the large aperture was introduced

to reduce thi3 source of error, Repetition of alignment

then gave S/P constant to * 1#, i.e. of the order of

accuracy of the observational error with the tube fixed.

A/
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A table of the polarization observations made with this

aperture i3 given here abstracted from Table V*

Soatterer Paraffin Wax. Carbon. Filter Paper.
.Thickness 1.1 cm. 1.9 cm. 1.9 cm. 0.06 cm. 50 3heets
Experiment

Mo. Ill IV V
__ VI XI

Tube
Kilovolts

100 - - m 4 5
80-90 4 3 5 5 5
59-64 6 5 8 7 6
50-52 9 9 10 9 9

45 - 10 •* - •

45 m m - - 10
40 14 11 15 - -

33 - 13 - m m

Polarization values for 80-90 tube kilovolts give

separations between 6% and 10$ ooirresponding to reading

variations of + ijl agreeing with the previous estimate.

The large aperture polarization values are there-
*

fore considered to be accurate to - 1$ at the hard end,

and not quite so accurately at the soft end.

It is clear from figure 20 and Table V. that

variation of scatterer thickness does not result in

variation of corrected 3/P within the experimental

limits of accuracy. One tube only has been U3ed.

Significant variations in tube currents have not been

made •

VII./
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VI1* THE THUS riCATTEKlMG OBGKKVED AT 45° TO THE

CATHODE STKEAM ♦

By far the most accurate method of observing the

true scattering curve is to make the observations in

such a plane that the polarization does not cause errors

in the scattering curve, as explained in the theoretical

section of this report, p.Bo , To do so the axis of

the X-ray tube must be set in a plane perpendicular to

the primary beam, at an angle of 48° to the plane of

observation and with the focal spot of the tube centred

in that plane, 13 experiments of this kind were made.

The results are tabulated on p§hJU Table VI and graphed

in fig. 21. Four of the experiments were conducted with

1,2 mm. primary aperture and 9 with 0.5 mm. aperture and

rotating shutter. These will now be separately dis¬

cussed for accuracy.

Small aperture experiments.

One of these (15.7.35) shows a break at the change

of current. After completing the run on this day the

alignment was found to be faulty, and this was con¬

sidered to be a likely reason for the break. If the

alignment was imperfect for the primary beam, a small

increase in the size of the focal spot accompanying

the increase of current would account for the drop in

S/P. Thi3 type of error is associated with the use

of a small aperture.

Large/
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Large aperture aril rotating shutter experiments.

These were done en days in 1956 when time was too

short for an experiment with tube both vertical and

horizontal. Ltrobosoopic error was involved and shows

Itaeif markedly in 6.2.36 and 7.2.36. attention was

given to keep this source of error in check. The

rotating shutter was driven by a small hot air engine

heated by bunsen. The speed of shutter rotation was

constantly varied by varying the heat. This kept the

atroboacopic error relatively small. The test for this

is the standard deviation of observations for single

points. For example, the standard deviations for the

points of the first graph of figure 2i (9.3.36) are

given in the accompanying table.

No. of Percentage
value of point. headings. Standard

Deviation of
observations•

2.3 3 2.3
2.3 2 0.9
3,26 4 0.2
4.1 4 1.2
4.7 4 0,6
5.45 2 0,4

In practice readings at a single point had a standard

deviation not greater than 2.5$- and usually not

greater than 1.5$. Under these conditions the strobo-

soopic error can be regarded as small and the observa¬

tions/
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observations reliable to about 2% over the main part

of the graphs with rather higher error3 for very soft

radiation (i.e. fyp > 6.) The accuracy is thought to
be somewhat better than this In most of the graphs, and

the slope errors are evaluated allowing, 1% at hard end

and 2% at soft end in S/P with errors of Q.05 and c>#3.g

in f^fp at hard and soft ends respectively.
Two of the curves with 50 sheets of paper (6.2*56

7.2.56.) were done with considerably higher currents

than the others. Significant variations were not

thereby introduced. The graphs for paraffin wax show

no variation with variation of soatterer thickness.

This set of observations is considered to be the

best evidence obtained in the course of the research

carried out by the author as to the intensity of scat¬

tered X-rays produced by heterogeneous primary beams

from scatterers of small atomic number. The graphs

show that as the voltage on the X-ray tube is decreased,

and the penetrating power of the rays thus diminished,

the intensity of the scattered rays increases slowly^
and to the accuracy of observation steadily.
This is precisely what the accepted theory of X-ray

scattering would lead us to expect if the heterogeneous

beam is scattered and absorbed according to the sum of

its homogeneous constituentsj for then, the scattering

of the * softer* heterogeneous beams should approximate

to the scattering of homogeneous beams of longer wave

length. The results given here are not in agreement

with/
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with th03e obtained by James Heekie, given in the Ph.D.

Thesis (Edinburgh 1937) *i'he Scattering and Absorption

of Heterogeneous X-Kadiation", where on pages 68 et seq

the author concludes that, after applying a correction

for polarization, the scattering ratio S/P is constant.

viii. c okfihmatoky expkkimenis.

1. Experimentally it was possible to check the idea

that the 45° observations do in fact give results in

agreement with the other main accepted law of scatter¬

ings namely, that the scattering increases more rapidly

with increasing wave length as the atomic number of the

scatterer is increased. Experiments were therefore

carried out with scattering sheets of carbon (atomic

number 6) 0.65 cm. thick. These gave corrected scat¬

tering curves and 45° scattering curves which agreed

well with each other and which were very similar to the

results for paraffin wax ( H lTV+i ) , Comparison

experiments were carried out with aluminium (atomic

number 13). These gave corrected scattering curves

and 45 scattering curves which were both concave

upwards. This shows that the scattering from aluminium

increases more rapidly with increase of fpp than the

scattering from the element carbon, or for that matter

from the oxygen (atomic number 8) in the filter paper

scatterer/
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scatterer. See figs. 20(VI) and (XII) and 21.

2. Since experiments on filtered radiation gave rise

to the suggestion that polarization errors were occur¬

ring# similar experiments performed with the X-ray tube
0 horizontal

vertical or at an angle of 45 to the plane of observa-
A

tion ought to provide another useful confirmation.

With the tube vertical the following experiments were

made •

2 experiments, Muller tube (2) Scafcterer of filter
Filler 0.125 cm aluminium. paper# 50 sheets thick.

2 experiments, Muller tube (2) Scatterer of paraffin
Filter 0.125 cm. aluminium, wax, 0.3 cm. thick.

The results of these experiments were qualitatively

satisfactory# but quantitatively they varied consider¬

ably with the current through the tube. This is in

agreement with the observations already noted pp.

There it is found that at the 'soft* end# the shape of

the uncorrected scattering graph was sensitive to tube

current, tending to rise with rising tube current.

In the present experiment the graph tends to fall

with rising tube currents. The fact that this change

occurs in opposite directions when the tube is in

horizontal and vertical position indicates that the

effect is indeed due to polarization and that with

larger tube currents there is less polarization in the
*

primary beam. This i3 not unlikely. It i3 known that

the focussing in the tube is influenced to some extent

by/
* This precludes the explanation of the rise of S/P in

the horizontal case as a lack of saturation in the
primary ionization chamber.
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by a space charge effect in the filament emission and

that a shield is mounted behind the tube filament as

a partial control on space charge. With large currents

some modification is therefore possible in the focus¬

sing of the cathode 3tream. The magnitude of any effect

of this kind cannot of course be estimated and the

point could not be tested with the type of tube in use.

3. It is therefore thought that a direct test on

filtered radiation with the tube at 46° would be the

best, a single experiment was conducted both with and

witaout a filter of aluminium, 0.125 cm thick, the

scatterer being 50 sheets of filter paper. The results,

plotted against kilovoltage, are shown in fig. 22(b).

The graph shows that S/P is slightly reduced by filter¬

ing the rays, and rather more reduced at the 'hard'

end, than elsewhere. Here, with no polarization present,

we 3ee the true reduction of S/P caused by factors (a)

and (b) discussed on p. 7^ • Using a scatter©!' of

paraffin wax containing a high proportion of hydrogen

the reduction due to factor (b) should be greater.

The observations shown for paraffin wax seem to agree.

4. Attempts were also made to find out whether, if

the radiation at the 'hard' end was filtered, the re¬

sulting changes in S/P depended appreciably on polariza¬

tion. Using 100 kv. on the tube, 50 sheets of filter

paper as the scatterer, and 0.125 cm. aluminium as the

filter/
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filteri it was found that the orientation of the tube

made no difference to the observed decrease, 2$ per

cent, in the value of 3/P. Whatever the polarization

of the 'hard* radiation, it was appreciably constant

throughout a considerable amount of filtering.

ix. DiauUdaiOK.

It is now possible to discuss the whole work

carried out on the scattering experiment. It has been

shown that polarization i3 present in the primary beam

to such an extent and with such a distribution in the

spectrum that it causes the 90° scattering graph taken

in the plane of polarization to deviate from that taken

in the perpendicular plane. The corrected 90° scatter¬

ing ratio deduced from these observations shows a slowly

increasing scattering ratio as /yp increases. This is

qualitatively in agreement with accepted theory, as

evaluated for the different scattering materials in

Tables VIII and IX, Figures 30a and 30B, provided

heterogeneous beams scatter according to the sum of

their homogeneous components. If the scattering ratio

is observed in a plane at 45° to the plane of polariza¬

tion the results are again in agreement with accepted

theory. In Table VI a comparison is obtained in the

fifth and sixth columns between variation of connected

S/P by the two methods. The errors are evaluated on

the/
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the basis of at hard end and 2% at soft end as error

in S/P and 0.05 at hard end and 0.1 at 30ft end in pjp •

Comparison shows good consistency. The observations

indicate that the true variation of S/P with is a
No change of s^-ope is

small increase as pjp increases .£Ta*£Rg=l£ghfc=sc:ssfcfcepeFs
evident such as is seen in (S/P)^ .

heverting to sections I to III pp. 61-70 it is

now possible to say that the form of graph there ob¬

tained (horizontal line and slope) is dependent on tube

orientation and that its main features disappear when

polarization is corrected for. It would therefore seem

that the variations of graph form studied in these

3ection3 depend on variations in primary polarization.

The observations indicate that observable primary polar¬

ization depends to some extent on (i) tube currents

(ii) tube construction and (ili) thickness of scatterer

used. These points could all be directly tested. The

connection between observable polarization and the

results reported on pp. as -53 could also be tested.

For this purpose certain refinements in experimental

method are desirable.

The chief experimental limitations and inaccuracies

are as follows.

(1) limited range of penetrating powers observed.

(2) limited accuracy of alignment when small primary

aperture was used.

(3) Stroboscopic error when large primary aperture

was used.

These/
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These restrictions of range and accuracy were

imposed by the conditions of the experiment. The

substitution of constant high tension for unrectified

high tension would immediately eliminate error (3)

and, by reducing the minimum time of readings, greatly
T

extend the range of observation. Limitation (2) could

be partly removed by using a rotating measuring system,

but if constant high tension were available the large

aperture arrangement used here would be equally good.
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SECTION!I. FILTERING EXPERIMENTS.

I. FILTERING OF SCATTERED RADIATION.

Much of the work done by Professor Barkla and his

research students during the period since 1924 con¬

sisted in studying the effects of filtering the primary

and secondary beams simultaneously. The experiment

which was used by these workers, knov/n as the "filtering

experiment* gave under certain circumstances most un¬

expected results. The experiment compared the secondary

beam with the primary beam after each had been trans -

mitted through equivalent filters. If in such an ex¬

periment the two beams had equal penetrating power, the

scattering ratio should remain constant; if the secondary

was somewhat 'softer' than the primary, the scattering

ratio should fall. The latter result was frequently

obtained, but under certain conditions, the nature of

which remained obscure, the ratio S/P was constant

throughout a range of increasing thickness of filter,

and then, on still further increasing the thickness of

the filter, S/P assumed a new and lower value. This,

in turn, remained relatively constant for a certain

further range of filtering. The observer plotted S/P

against filtering thickness; the graph in the first

case being smooth, and in the second showing a dis-
(18)

continuity where S/P changed abruptly .

Some of the experiments carried out by the present

writer/
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writer were filtering experiments of this type. Since,

as stated above, the conditions for producing the dis¬

continuity were not known, the procedure adopted in the

earlier stages of the research was to try the experiment,

and if the discontinuity did not appear, to make varia¬

tions on the conditions in the hope of its doing So.

Proceeding in this maimer, one perfect and many nearly

perfect examples of the discontinuity were obtained,

fig. 23.

All the filtering experiments performed by the

writer, with the exception of three, were undertaken

before the polarization correction had been studied.

All were conducted with the cathode stream of the X-ray

tube parallel to the direction of the observed scattered

beam. All are therefore reported here as a minor con¬

tribution to the thesis, and the purpose of reporting

them is to bring them into relation with the results of

the scattering experiment. For this purpose, the only

filtering experiments which have much value are those

which belong to definite series.

In all, about 86 filtering experiments were carried

out, 25 with scatterers of paraffin wax and 61 with

scatterers of filter paper. Of the 25 experiments with

wax scatterers, 8 carried out with a scatterer of 0.3

cm, and 10 with a scatterer of 1.1 cm will be reported.

The other seven were done with a pinhole primary aper¬

ture. Of the 61 experiments with scatterers of filter

paper/
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paper, only a few, showing typical or specially inter¬

esting graphs are reported, namely, those already seen

in fig. 23 together with a few high voltage experiments

which were amongst the latest and most accurate observa¬

tions made, see fig. 24. The filter paper experi¬

ments include 22 done with transformer (1) which worked

reliably over only a short range of voltage, and 17

done with gas tube and induction coil, where the voltage

was not measured. The remaining observations show no

long series. This experiment, it may be stated, can
irv s/p •prv c*\y pouur

be performed with high accuracy, the reading error A

being about 1%. If the source of high potential and

the X-ray tube are both steady, the filtering experi¬

ment is more accurate than any other imported here.

For the two paraffin series, the observations, all

reduced to the same standard, are given in Table VII
For c<xcU\ seiies pf twxe^Jts »coJteWu.<}

and Fig. 25. ha tho figuro-a scattering graph io drawn
vd&e- ciojeW tz4>e- uas iAOF -dFUtJJ tU <m\y
aboYo tho f11toping ourvoo—in oaoh grou-p-. This -eoattor -

* 71v-€ ddjtcirer \a/a.h ia-v*/oi*-chc3 ckaajj 'iicxa iv-era i'.x.'. ou%e af~
ing graph i-s shooon t-o oorroupond as closely aa-pos-

p£< |is v^Jts \£> sltOcOt* lVlH% GOch ds , All IUl-
aiblo tho conditions—of tho filtering oxporimont-a-,
<-tp <2V l «vt£vJL iVfC dtaJred .

(A wo • the -samo tube, tho oamo o»attoro-r and olmilar

) .

Let us now call the value of ftp at the limit of
constant S/P in the scattering curve the critical value

of AYP , and the corresponding voltage on the X-ray

tube the critical voltage. It would appear that when

the filtering experiment is performed on radiation

produced/
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produced by voltages considerably below the critical

voltage, smooth and rapidly falling curves result,:

It also appears that when the radiation is produced by

voltages much above the critical voltage, the filtering

curves are again smooth but fall less rapidly. For

voltages about the middle of the range, which are,

moreover, in the neighbourhood of the critical voltage,

some curious and variable curves are obtained.

All that can be said about these middle

graphs at present iss

(1) In none of the series graphs has a perfect

example of the discontinuity occurred. The nearest

approach to it is in the experiment of 16.11.32,

taking the afternoon points (marked with a cross),

omitting one high value.

(2) Certain characteristics of the discontinuous
Scrwie k<rrizcrvhU or

graph do occur^ tho attempt—to-impgoos*^ diaoon-
ahvvoafc" (^>«rrftevvo
Unnoua form upon-oerne of tho graphs is fairly

suooosoful}—(oo-o tho right hand—grapho).

(3) The results strongly suggest that there is

a connection between the tube voltage required to

produce a discontinuous filtering curve, and the

critical voltage in the scattering experiment.

(4) Since in the scattering experiments already

reported, a considerable amount of variability was

found in the critical value of yu/p , then, if the
discontinuity is actually connected with the

critical/
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critical point on the uncorrected scattering graph,

variability is also to be anticipated where the

discontinuity occurs.

II. IHEOKEIICAb CQftSlDEKAlIOK OF THK FILTKhlMG
SXPEhlMgSl.

It has already been pointed out that if in this

experiment the primary and secondary beams are identical

in spectrum then the observed ratio S/P must be con¬

stant for all thicknesses of filter. This statement

Presupposes that the measuring system is working

properly. The condition for identical 3pectra may

be analytically given. If Px and be the intensity

per unit range of wave length at wave length X in the

primary and secondary beams respectively, then the
s

spectra are identical if the ratio p* is constant for
all values of X . if the experimental ratio S/P

is not constant for all thicknesses of filter the beam

constitutions are not identical. This is the observed

condition.

According to the theory of scattering given on

pp.io-/£ the two beams should not have identical spectra,

for the following reasons.

(1) Total 90° scattering rises as wave length in¬

creases (3ee Table VIII).

(2) Some of the 90° scattered rays are moiified in

wave length (see Table VIII).

(3)/
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(3) If the spectrum of polarized primary energy

differs from the spectrum of total primary energy

the spectrum of the 90° soattered beam differs

from that of the total primary beam unless the

scattered beam i3 observed at 45° to the plane

of primary polarization.

The observation of inconstant S/P is therefore so far

in agreement with theory.

Before attempting an exact comparison between

theory and experiment other influences affecting the

observed ratio of 3/P must be considered.

The response of the ionization chamber varies rapidly

with wave length ani for beams of different spectra

this response must be included in calculations of

ionization current. It will be assumed that the con¬

ditions of observation are such that tertiary and

obliquity scattering is negligible.

At the present stage it is not possible to de¬

velop the theory to the 3tage of comparison between

theory and experiment for the following reasons.

Firstly , the primary beam spectrum is not known.

Secondly* the experiments here reported were made

before the polarization error had been studied and

the scattering was observed at 90° to the plane of

primary polarization. It is now known that observable

polarization is present in all the primary beams studied

and/
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and also that filtering increases the observable

polarization in all except the most penetrating beams.

From observations reported in the previous section

pp. V-V- filtering may be expected to introduce varia¬

tions in 3/P from zero with hard beams up to perhaps 10%

with soft beams for a filter thickness of 0.09 cm. At.

It is therefore possible that with soft beams the

greater part of the fall in S/P i3 attributable to

polarization.

The evidence reported pp. 7suggests that

graphs departing from the smooth falling form are

obtained from radiation near the bend on a "horizontal

line" experiment. Making full allowance for experi¬

mental error, the existence of the bend cannot be

doubted. When this experiment was corrected for

polarization the graphs showed no bend, and the ob¬

served slope was within the limits of error the same

whether the uncorrected graph was horizontal or sloping.

The bend is thus observed by the writer to disappear

when polarization is corrected for, and must therefore

be considered to be produced by the polarization error.

If then the filtering experiment has special features
the toervd ir»

associated withthe scattering experiment, it is

necessary to enquire whether these features are not

also produced by primary polarization.

It is therefore desirable to conduct experiments

to test for a connection between primary polarization

and/
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and filtering discontinuities, and also to observe the

true filtering curves from scattered beams at 45° to

the plane of primary polarization. The experiments

conforming most nearly to these conditions are the

high voltage experiments especially the experiment

with 96 KV. Pig. 24. At high voltages observable

polarisation does not increase with filtering up to

.125 om. At. How no high voltage experiment done

by the writer ever gave other than a perfectly smooth

curve, and moreover one with a relatively small fall

in S/P. Other observers have given voltage dis¬

continuity relations which are in agreement with the

present observations, notably J.3. Kay, who observed

the discontinuity most definitely formed at 60 KV.

Hone of the available evidence is then in contradiction

to the view that the anomalous filtering curves may

be explained in terms of polarization.

III./
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discontinuity does noi imply an abrupt change in "
the behaviour of the rays.

(3) They locate the discontinuity near the crit¬

ical value ofcF/yp in the \scattering experiment.

m. OBSERVATIONS OF "INTERCEPTED" RADIATION.

One other experiment will now be shortly reported.

This experiment, designed by Professor Barkla to give

more information about the scattered radiation, compares

the observed ratio of S/P in the "scattering experiment"

with the ratio S/P observed with equivalent filters of

a particular thickness inserted at apertures CO and EE.

The latter ratio is called the intercepted ratio and

will be referred to as s'/P' . Both unintercepted and

intercepted ratios are observed for a series of beams

of different penetrating power and the ratios are

plotted against Jyp for the unintercepted beam. A ser¬

ies of intercepted curves for different thicknesses of

interceptor gives exactly the same information as a

series of filtering experiments taken for different

voltages. The advantage of working both experiments is

the gain in relative accuracy. We may also compare

the intercepted curve with that obtained in the scatter¬

ing experiment by using a single equivalent filter be-
Icxtt&r

fore the scatterer. The result of the two^experiments
should differ only in so far as the scattering differs

from/
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from pure coherent (or classical) scattering. Two sets

of results will be reported , both of which come from the

writer's early researches using gas tube and induction

coil. The apparatus was not very reliable and the value

of the observations was not clear at the time they were

made, but in the light of subsequent work they clearly

have value.

Gas tubes, although they have rather a short range

and are somewhat erratic in use, nevertheless have one

great advantage, namely, that it is easier with them

than it is with the ordinary thick-walled hot cathode

tubes to get the extremely 'soft' radiation of p/p =9 to 12.

The short range graphs from several experiments, cover¬

ing different ranges of ^/p can be put together. One
would not have much confidence in such syntheses taken

by themselves, but since they give results which are

typically the same as those of the long range experi¬

ments, some reliance can be placed upon them.

Kesults with Paraffin Wax Scatterers.

Tube
(thickness

of
Scatterer

Hange of ju/f>
Where S/P
Constant

Hange of u/p
Where S/P
decreases

'Hard' 1.5 cm. 1.5 to 2.8 2.8 to 4.5
7

Tube 1.0 cm. 6.5 to 7.5

'softer'
7»

0.85 cm. 4.6 to 5.3 5.3 to 5.5
(

Tube 0.85 cm. 4.0 to 5.0 5.0 to 6.0

(S of test'
thin
glass
Tube

0.85 cm. 7.0 to 9.0 S/P = s'/ P'i

Tip =9.0
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Working with an exceedingly 'soft' tube, and with

filter paper scattered of 16 sheets thickness, observa¬

tions were made of the percentage change in S/P caused

by intercepting with 0.01 cm. Al. These observations

are given in the following table, and in figure 28

where percentage fall of S/P is plotted against pjp of
the primary beam. In making such observations on

'soft' radiation, the tube has to be controlled by

the/^>packers i—S-ons idoring th&- unat,e ad :i.no o e of thrjrs
method of control, and the impossibility of ensuring

that the radiation giving the S/P value was ^Effectively
the same as that giving the yu/p value, thar results
show a fair degree of regularity. The ^intercepted
ratio s'/P' tends to the same value ara the uninter-

cepted ratio S/P as the radiation^becomes 'softer'.

The experiments show that when fhis tendency shows

itself, S/P is decreasing, and s'/P' is simultaneously

rising, (fig 29), or at least, not falling so rapidly

as S/P. No great significance can "be attached to any

single experiment shown in Pig. 29. The radiation from

these 'soft' tubesEvaried from day to day, as the density

of the gas in tne tube varied. Its polarized component

Is not likely to have been at all constant. Furthermore,

the dependence of polarization on tube voltage is not likely

likely JCo be the same as in the hot cathode tubes.
The observations do, however, give a certain amount of

confirmation to the view put forward on page 81 et seq.

uAS TUBE/
Tuio poujt-S OV-t\ .
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GAS TUBE AND INDUCTION COIL
GIVING VERY 'SOFT' X-RAYS.

DATE Pri rv\a*ry

3.6.29. 10.0
10.5
11.0
11.0
11.9
12.9

1.7.29

SCATTSRER OF FILTER
PAPER, 16 SHEETS.

Percentage change in
S/P with intercept of
0.01 cm. aluminium.

5.0$
6.4
1.3
0
0
0

7.0 10.0$
8.5 7.5
8.8 8.5
8.9 8.0
9.0 7.5
9.0 5.0

10.4 0
10.5 1.0
11.6 -1.0

27.6.29 8.7
9.5
9.9

10.7

7.0$
1.0
2.0
7.5 (?)

18.10.29 4.2 14.0$
4.6 12.0

Intercept 5.1 0
of 0.03 crn.^ 6.0 0

10.7.29 7.2 3.0$
7.8 1.0

48 sheets , 8.8 1.0
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the sparkera. Considering the unsteadiness of this

method of control# and the impossibility of ensuring

that the radiation giving the S/P value was effectively

the same as that giving the ftp value, the results
show a fair degree of regularity. The intercepted

ratio n'/P' tends to the same value as the uninter-

ceptad ratio S/P as the radiation becomes 'softer*.

The experiments showtf that when this tendency shows

itself# S/P is decreasing# and /P' is simultaneously

rising# (fig 29)# or at least, not falling so rapidly

as S/P. JNo great significance can be attached to any

single experiment 3hown in Fig. 29. The radiation from

these 'soft' tubes varied from day to day, as the density

of the gas in the tube varied. Its polarized component

i3 not likely to have been at all constant. Furthermore#

the dependence of polarization on tube voltage is not

likely to be the same as in the hot cathode tubes.

The observations are however consistent with others

made in duite different experiments. It is possible now

to compare the p)p experiments reported on pp.4those
of the filtering experiments and those just reported# called

interception experiments. In all these experiments

filtering aluminium sheets were inserted after the

scatterer in both primary and secondary beams. The

results in each case can be summarised as follows•

The/
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The experiments*

The scattered beam was found usually to be

anomalously soft by comparison with the primary# that

is# far softer than can be explained by total Compton

modification of wave length for equivalent homogeneous

beams. This can be translated into terms of the inter•»

ception experiment by saying that, using a filter thick¬

ness sufficient to halve the primary ionization current,

the ratio B/P suffers a decrease greater than the

Compton modification seems able to account for.

At the time the observations were made it was suggested

that primary polarization concentrated towards the high

frequency end of the primary spectrum might be at work.

But this was not tested.

In the same experiments however# an apparently

opposite effect was observed in three out of sixty

six observations. The fractional increase in /"//>

(Table I.) was in these observations 0# 0 and -2$.

In these observations the insertion of filtering

aluminium sufficient to halve the primary ionization

current halved the secondary current also# and in the

third case did not reduce the secondary quite so much

as the primary. Translating these results into the

terms of the interception experiment 3/P is equal#

or even slightly less than s'/P' •

The/
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The filtering experiment.

The results of this experiment obtained by the

writer can be seen in figures 23-25 pp. 78a-8o«.

They can be translated at once into terms of the inter¬

ception experiment by plotting the observations from

any one experiment on a vertical line whose abscissa

is the ftp value of the unfiltered beam. If the relative

values of S/P at unfiltered points for all experiments

are known# correct interception graphs are then ob¬

tained by joining together points of equal intercepting

thicknesses of aluminium. The filtering graph and the

interception graphs are thus merely different ways of

presenting the same observations. (SM- F^. z.a.)

If then the results of 27.6.31 and 24.7.31

(figure 23) were shown on Intercepting graphs all

intercepting curves up to 0.03 cm. A1 would show S/P
a &'/]?' , Other graphs in figure 23# e.g. 28.7.31

(second curve) show an initial fall in S/P followed by

constancy of S/P for several tenth millimetres of

filtering aluminium. This implies concurrence of

Interception graphs. Attention is drawn to three

curves in figure 23 and to at least one in figure 25

in which S/P rises with increasing filtering. This

result has not yet been found by others and was at

first thought to be due to errors of observation# but

such/
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such points were found to be repeatable. Observations

of the same phenomenon were made in other experiments,

e.g. Fraction increase of Hp * -2£, (Table Ie), and
the softest point of experiment 1#10,29 (figure 29)

(These two examples are of course within the error of

observation and are therefore not proved.) The observa¬

tions of the third point of 23.7.31 and of the fourth

point of 2.12.31 (fig. 23) were fully established.

Interception experiment.

The graphs on figure 29 are thus consistent with

observations made in other experiments. The importance

of the interception experiment is that it shows the

condition S/P » Sy/P' to be approached gradually and

not by discontinuity. This is demonstrated in both

figures 28 and 29, the observations of figure 28 having

been abstracted from the data of figure 29.

If, now, it is true, as experimental results

earlier in this thesis show, that when s'/p' is much
• i /'!

lower than S/P the lowering is largely due to primary

polarization, then the first possible explanation of

the condition S '/P' = S/P is that the large polar¬

ization effect is for some reason reduced. It is

certainly possible that the unpolarlzed characteristic

radiations of anticathodes should give rise to anomalies

in/
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in the spectrum of polarization. It would hardly

be possible to test this idea without the use of some

method of beam analysis, either by spectroscope or by

the less sensitive differential filter method. The

latter method would have the advantage from the point

of view of Professor Barkis*s theory of retaining the

use of heterogeneous beams.
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PART IV. CONCLUSIONS.

At the time the writer's research began there

were two major problems to be investigated. The first

was a problem regarding the law of scattering of heterof-

geneous X-ray beams. The second was a problem

regarding the law of absorption of the same beams.

Conclusions had been reached by professor Barkla with

regard to both problems, and his conclusions are most

simply stated in his own words: "a complex beam has

"an activity which is not the sum of the activities of

"its constituents. Such a beam has properties

"depending on something analogous to temperature of

"the radiation as a whole". Such a view is not in

agreement with the current theories of X-ray scattering

and absorption. In these theories no postulate of

"frequency coherence" is made. It is therefore

necessary to examine with the greatest care the experi-

I mental evidence which demands such a radical overhaul

of accepted theory. The evidence upon which professor

Barkla relies most strongly is given in the papers by

Barkla and White (1917), Barkla and Sale (1923), Barkla

and Khastgir (1925 to 1927), Barkla and Watson (1926),
6<ayvkU 0-^> vec»^t TVvtses.

and Barkla and Mackenzie (1925 to 1926)^. In these
papers a great variety of experiments is reported, the

majority belonging either to the scattering type or the
18, 45, A4-

filtering type.

The/
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The experiments performed by the writer have

belonged mainly to the simplest forms of these two

types, the scattering angle being always 90°. As the

work continued the experimental conditions were

progressively improved, errors due to obliquity of

X-ray paths, tertiary scattering, lead L.radiation,

faulty alignment and dissimilar apertures being

gradually reduced. The arrangement of the apparatus

was that usually adopted in the laboratory. The X-ray

tube was mounted with both the cathode stream and the

normal to the anticathode face in a horizontal plane,

and the observations made on the radiations were taken

in the same plane, the direction of the primary beam

being perpendicular to the cathode stream.

SCATTERING- EXPERIMENT.

With this arrangement of apparatus it was found

that the results of the experiments showed large
ire ft\« f&YYYi oF ICU. -J-va.(£.

variations depending on the factors given under I to

IV below.

I. The current through the X-ray tube. At the 'soft'

end,S/P is higher with higher currents.

II• The type of X-ray tube used. The feature in the

tube construction which caused the variations was not

determined.

III./
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III. The thickness of the scatterer. The thicker the

scatterer the shorter is the range of mass absorption

coefficient over which s/P remains constant.

IV. The decree of filtering to which the primary beam

is subject before it reaches the scatterer. With a

U/*4lk©r?3
thick filter the ratio of S/P was reduced by as much as

25%> for the lowest voltage on the tube. This remarkable

result led to a test of the influence of the partial

polarization of the primary beam, and'this in turn

determined a course of further investigation which

produced the following results.

V. Test for polarization effects. The X-ray tube was

rotated through 90° about the primary X-ray beam as

axis, the cathode stream being then vertical. The

result of the scattering experiment was quite different

with the tube in this position, the value of (s/p)y
rising as the X-ray beam was made less penetrating.

T-ho roeul-t-s were shuwnte—dcpend-;—as with the previous

tub o-meunting, on

(4-) -current-through-the X-ray tube. ( h *1^)

(jsij—thioknoon of scat-terer-:—1°-)

(i-ii) filtering before the scatterer.—(yr^)—

These results led to the conclusion that correction for

polarization was necessary.

VI* Polarization correction experiment. This was

carried out by using the tube in both positions and

observing (s/P)g and (s/P)y on the same day. prom

these/
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these observations the corrected value, s/P, was

obtained as the mean of (s/p)y and (s/p)jj. The
(JireLpks vviftuW Hvt thAU© of

corrected valuoo of s/p were almoafy independent of (1)
fta pOAt<-ula>\, jt-r-m of- Q>/p)w ^noptv
current through. ■ the -tubo',—except whore alignment errors

occurred, and (2) the thickness of the scatterer.

These results woro therefore taken ao true ooattcring

cwrves for the- heterogeneous boamo^—oub joot onl y to

tho iii-inor-orror-q introduced by the mebhed of observation.
9o°

VII. Accurate observations of the tyun scattering of
^vytrvphc£yu:fcet ty poto/vi Z. aXiarx.

heterogeneous beams, . Since it had been established
IS

that partial polarization of the primary beam were the
In

main disturbing influence upon the scattering experiments,

it followed that the best determinations of the

scattering ratio would be made with the axis of the

tube orientated at an angle of 45° to the plane of

observation. This method was accordingly employed.

The results show satisfactory agreement with these made
|rv fvotrvh.cuJ. fiui t

previously by the less accurate method. Thay woro,
UAtfvtw. tt-vfl- h-wife -ca^6A(A -er-rorv tkiy slvowcdl -wo ■!' ■ i ti»~
moroovoia^—in q_ml4tativo agroomont with tho aoooptcd
Vw£.«^xtKstaJyi*- VonWioK v)e-aJtiA£/s. • Iwt jb&cvVottevis
thoery for tho intonoity-of ooattoring in tho following
Siwo ttvaJT
r-o spool b.

"the scattering ratio increase® with wave lengthy a#idtk«t

[&) "the increase of the scattering ratio with wave

length itself increase^ as the atomic number of the

scatterer increase®.

Comparison of these results with those of other
observers.

The results, uncorrected for polarization, are in
good/
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ooo4 general agreement with those of Mrs Sale, S.R.
is j:s.k*.v h-an .waaow. ___ —

yJ. Reekie. polarization correctionKhastgir
xs.ic^y bv h.ah.Wil»oi\ .

was applied by Mrs Salens*- S.R. Khastgir. . A polariz-

The <rf-

Crv*. Ibi <5vU"lc«(. poU"
of (ti.€ lv«v»'w>vJat

ation correction was, however, applied by J. Reekie, from^**®-"^*^
data supplied by H.K. Pal. Reekie carried out this

correction on the understanding that the amount of

polarization in the primary beam "varied little for

tfcjL. cO«rVk. o|>

different tubes and scatterers". Such a statement is?
•fo-r czed fc-vj <»b*o-r^/TVU c-ooj-f- tei
not in agreement with the findings in the present work,

where polarization was experimentally corrected. The

validity of Reekie's correction is therefore open to

question. The corrected results given by him do not

agree with those obtained in the present investigation.

Quantitative comparison of theory with experiment.

The quantitative comparison of theory and experiment

is not easily achieved, for the reasons that,

(1) Beam constitution is not known.

(2) Data are not available for the computation

of the scattered intensities for the shorter wave

o

lengths between 0.1 and 0.64 AU.

(3) The wave length sensitivity of the ionization

chamber must be applied, and this is in the present

case a purely theoretical correction.

In Table VIII and its accompanying graph, the

final figures are given of a calculation which takes

us/
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us some way towards a comparison between theory and exper¬

iment. The calculation has been carried out to obtain

for homogeneous beams of various wave lengths, an estimate

of relative ionization produced by the secondary rays

scattered at 90° , per unit intensity of primary, per

scattering electron. Table VIII is computed from the

tables given in Compton and Allison. F givca the

intonoit-y of cohoron1r--acattoring*-re-lativc to Thomson

scattering.—- -fL—..jcn g4ves-' a 1-1- the terms in the

for-the-4ntonGity incohcrcnt -s&atte^ng

exeept the-ol^e-tron spin term, dua—W-Waller.—Th-fs

ot flwri^tipli-ed-by-tbre- rc oo-a-l—f-aetere ,

a4nce thio- is- approximar%e4^annull-ed-by--thg--prnp^tfonajLl;y

great ar-4-ciniz iiig-powi^--e#^-^re--4^^eh^Pteiyb"Ttey-r»-(^e-e---p^ }
ft | , (

Th e~ oum '"o-f-'tfro o c two-a^ewe gives a-total estimates of IotH
Osrvd. fvir^ w £vcI*f<V€. ~TKa"»*vS<m. 5tcUfe/iWj^

scattering per atom as observed by ionization metheds.

Th^aeatte^rng--pai^-e4^tjaspn-is--theTi'ce derived. The

calculation is made for hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and

aluminium. Values for paraffin wax and cellulose are

computed according to the formulae CnH2n (approx.) and
^6h10°5 * Table IX (a) gives the ionization cpeotmam
CUu»*4>v* te. it*. o<w9 *\OK> U«A (Jbf-J.v-Ue3
per unit intensity of primary beam, by applying Table

^ r-

X to the values of Table VIII.

To complete the comparison of observed and calcul¬

ated values for a heterogeneous beam, we make the usual

assumption that the homogeneous components into which

the heterogeneous beam can be resolved, act independently.
intensity

Integration over the/spectrum of the heterogeneous beam

is then required. This integration has not been attempted
because/
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"because the necessary infomation as to the intensity

spectrum is not available. The effect of the final integ¬
ration is bound to be a general lowering of the slopes

of the graphs given in fig. 30, while the relative slopes

as between one gca£!terer and another should not be
satisfactory.

greatly changed. So far as it goes, comparison is /

| .— — f'
FILTERING EXPERIMENTS.

I. A study of the filtering experiment was made with

a variety of apparatus, and over a considerable period

of time. on 86 different occasions the experiment was

performed. On one only of all these occasions was the

result a perfect example of the discontinuity. on

the majority of occasions, however, the graph d£ s/P

against filtered thickness was not a smooth curve.

Graphs with definite horizontal portions were common.

According to the results obtained by the writer the

discontinuity is not an effect which either occurs or

does not occur. Results intermediate between the

smooth and the discontinuous are readily obtained. A

series of filtering experiments shows smooth curves for

tube voltages much above or much below the critical

voltage for the scattering experiment. in the
fend fi

neighbourhood of the critical voltage the graphs s
d.e.f>o-nk fro-m ItU. imoottv $rrrv\ . It been. iUouiw WnaJf VJt" is possible S*r<
a-tondoncy to bo .diooont inuou-e. r» wift, su,»W«v.y,

abseWaturyv TIOF AAUvjIAJJ .

II. TtlE POArTSiilllu E] [PER11.1 EI IT V.'ITa FILTERrD RADBS4C31.
THEoRfcTiCfll CflNStDURATION* 6F THE FiLreRjNa ExFtTRiMCHT.
TfaAs—onporauont-glve-g-tfoe □ cattoring~experiment
IhOcnr eCs-eod t>UpivS ItW" ftv€

ceuat orpart—of the-coagt-ant—b/p condition in the
"f<awwvot- tie I tKey OA€ CcwSvAcTia
£4 Itoring oxporimont. It ohowo—f8-r—Mvr'i th- i i&Laaay

Stfccfs a. Vv\a.n.^fcv IpGUr pel<Vf i 2c4t£>-« c\ \ \A-»
<33*/
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constancy of s/P does no^jg^c in abruptly and (S) that
constant s/P in th^<filtering curve is related to that

range of thpx^cattering experiment where S/P is not

const a«rCT

III. INTERCEPTED BEAM EXPERIMENTS. Observations with

gas tubes on very 'soft' radiation show (1) that ike ow&Jw
S/P "= , ,

constancy eg S/P does not set in abruptly and (g) that

it is related to a range of the scattering experiment

ir, which s/P is falling and in which S'/P'? the inter¬

cepted ratio is simultaneously rising.

An int eras u ing agroemonfc i& ahown with the

ohscirvaticir of the voltage dopondcnoo—e-f the—disccn—
AA>

i-inuitp noted by j.lh Ray.
The neault> T&j- , tU- t

itu tAfcica*e . Tuc 3<<pAJ-i«v~cit ^
ttva. csowclfU^w S/P - S'/p' u> oUcuvwtd * «'s skoum tWO" -~o

O^VN b< ^-WfCW. hi-"fli> XAxIlot- AVXaIaI. |WVl~<Vwj

AGgE&HENT WITH TH£ ReSOT-TS OP OTHER VMORKeK^.
Qc-V^4-*O«JL to oltXt/vo .

Aw -uJb^td^ cuj^Caww-e-jt d, ^tvou,w urdt. fcX obievv^ ^ 1^
voOoa^e 4{>tu)e^t af IU3L cU«<i*-vAkA.iAb^ -wot*. J"- S. Kcwj.
TW S/P = S'|P' obs^^ o-Ucewi

COMPARISON between THEORY AHI> €^?btdyaent.

J)(. -C*o -4-etw p#wJLdl -tA.oAr -wo ii« j t n,, <timn
Co-y^-l^c*s^-a ffw Ca-^ wo-^Q -C-t-Au>eCw <Hs£»>vj Au.) -<-1«-|a-<wixUewt"
Ua*£JT 0'k»wv<»tT<swS fyetu how. p'^kx~v:*o^tPAv- Cw-o-m tu* CLvolJcJble.
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With regard to the major problems of the J pheno¬

menon, the following are the final conclusions of the

present researches. Ho indication^ has been obtained

of a fundamentally discontinuous process at work in

either the scattering or the absorption _o__f_ heterogeneous

X-ray radiations. All the evidence obtained, whether

from the scattering experiments which formed the main

line of investigation and which were exhaustively

examined, or from other experiments, which were regarded

as subsidiary at the time they were performed, con¬

sistently points to fundamentally continuous processes

underlying all the changes in the observed quantities

even in cases of apparent discontinuity.
•fWed. fvo*— j>olcx-r -dwoTS

The true scattering ratio is shown to rise slowly
h

as the penetrating power of the heterogeneous primary

beam decreases, and is not a constant over long ranges

of penetrating power, as has been previously published.

Professor Barkla has under certain circumstances

found the ratio of ionizations produced by primary and

secondary beams to be unchanged by equivalent filtering.

This fact has been repeatedly observed in the present

work, but the circumstances bringing the condition about

have been shown to do so by a gradual process.

Reasons are here given for regarding the discon¬

tinuity which can appear in the filtering experiment as

not fundamentally discontinuous. These reasons are

(a) the rarity of the phenomenon in its extreme form,

(b)/
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(b) the very frequent occurrence of intermediate forms,

(c) strong indications that the discontinuous observ¬

ations arise in close connection with the "critical swvoofu.

point" in the scattering experimentJ. The experimental
evidence supporting reason (c) is not strong enough to

A1

give proof beyond doubt, and further experimental work

is certainly requ

to Itxc,
= S'/P', 8e*n

wHd. i'i ftX
S«.S ItU
■Cyp^Vtl^AuC ,

y required. Nevertheless, such evidence as

is available is entirely consistent with other experimental

facts.



TABLEI.comparisonQBmassABSORPTION
(a)scattererof64sheetsofFilterPaper. MullerX-Raytube(1)andInductionCoil. Observedôbserved~observedcalculated in'in'FractionalFractional AluminiumAluminiumIncreaseIncrease

ofPrimaryofScatteredofMa/ofAltor BeamBeamnModified
Scattered Beams

2.3

2.8

2.6

3.1

2.6

3.1

2.7

3.2

3.1

3.8

4.1

4.3

4.5

5.4

5.3

5.9

5.7

6.9

22$

12$

24

12

24

12

19

12

23

11

5

10

20

9

11

9

21

9

COEFFICIENTSOFPRIMARYANDSCATTEREDBEAMS. (b)soattererof32sheetsofFilterPaper. MullerX-RayTube(1)andInductionCoil. Observedi in Aluminium
ObservedA inr Aluminium

ofPrimaryofScattered Beam

Beam

Observed Fractional Increase ofh
If41.

Calculated Fractional Increase °tfor Modified Scattered Beams

3.0

3.8

3.0

3.6

3.1

3.7

3.2

3.9

3.7

4.2

3.9

4.3

4.5

5.4

4.6

5.3

4.7

5,3

4.9

6.6

4.9

5.9

5.4

8.0

27$

12$

20

12

19

11

22

11

18

10

10

10

20

9

15

9

13

9

35

9

20

9

48

9



tableI.(contd.)QUMPARISQEOffMSSABSQflTOQN (c)scattererof16sheetsofFilterPaper. MullerX-RayTube(1)andinductionCoil. ObservedR inf
Observed£

Observed

Calculated

inf
Fractional
Fractional

aluminium
Aluminium

Increase

Increase

ofPrimary Beam

ofScattered Beam

of

U

ofFkfor Modified

■|5AL

Scattered Beams.

3.8

4.9

29$

10$

4.1

4.9

20

10

4.2

5.2

24

10

4.4

5.4

23

10

4.9

6.6

35

9

5.0

6.0

20

9

5.2

6.6

27

9

6.1

7.9

29

8

8.3

7.6

21

8

6.6

7.8

18

8

(d)scattererof0.045cm.ofAluminium 2.52.926$12$2.73.52212 2.75.42612 5.14.02911
COEFFICIENTSOFPRIMARYANDSCATTEREDBEAMS. (e)Scattererof16sheetsofFilterPaper. MullerX-RayTube(1)andInductionCoil.

Observedobserved Hintin AluminiumAluminium
ofPrimaryofScattered BeamBeam

Calculated Fractional Tncijpase ofACfor Modified Scattered Beams

ApertureAAreducedto7/8"diameterandFilteringsheetsofaluminiummovedfurtherfrom£Observed Fractional Increase ofU
rAe.

4.3 4.5 4.5 JLJL

5.7 6.6 5.5 5.2

32$ 24 22 JUL¬

IO

9 9 9

ApertureAAreducedtodiameterandPossible sourcesofLeadLradiationremoved.Lowcurrent of3.0milliamperes. 2.6

3.5

38$

12$

2.7

3.5

30

12

2.9

4.0

38

12

3.0

4.3

43

12

3.2

3.8

19

11

3.8

4.8

26

10

4.1

4.1

'0

10

4.9

4.8

-2

9



TABLE1.(oontd.)COMPARISONOFMASSABSORPTIONCOEFFICIENTSOFPRIMARYANDSCATTEREDBEAMS. (f)Scattererof16sheetsof MullerX—RayTube(1)and
FilterPaper, Transformer.

Observed yin Aluminium
ofPrimary Beam.

Otfceerved /jin Aluminium
ofscattered Beam.

Observed Fractional Increase of̂

r

at

Calculated Fractional Incijpase off4Lfor Modified Scattered Beams.

4.2

5.0

19$

10$

4.6

5.2

13

9

4.7

5.3

13

9

4.7

5.4

15

9

4.7

5.4

15

9

5.1

5.9

16

9

5.4

6.3

17

9

5.7

6.5

14

9

5.8

6.3

9

8

5.9

6.3

7

8

5.9

6.4

9

8

6.0

6.6

10

8

6.1

7.2

18

8

6.2

6.8

10

8

6.2

7.2

16

8

6.3

7.4

17

8

7.4

8.3

12

8

7.6

7.6

0

8

7.6

8.2

8

8



TABLEII.SCATTERINGOFUNFILTEREDPRIMARYBEAMSAT90TOTHEPRIMARYANDPARALLELTOTHECATHODESTREAM.

(a)SCATTEREJ
sOFPAEAFF
LNWAXOF/TH]
[CKNESS0.3Cm.(0.27gm/sq.cm.)

Date

source of

X-rays

'lube Current inMilli- amperes.

Rangeof forwhich'S/P isobserved constant.

Limitof Constant. S/P

Rangeor forwhich's/P isobserved todecrease.

Fractional IncreaseofS/P perunit^
/fAZs

30.1.35)
)

1.2.33)
Coolidge Tubeand Transformer(2)
(7.0 ( (7.0

1.80to3.15 2•25to4•50

3.5
4.5to5.0

3.50to6.00 5.00to6.00

T

-2.5 —3.3

14.3.34)
)

27.3.34)
Andrews Tube(2)and Transformed2)
(1.5to4.0 ( (1.5to4.0
2.40to6.25 2.40to5.00 (possiblyto

5.60)

notobserved not.observedi

5.7.35)*
)

8.7.35)
)

24.9.35)
)

25.9.35)
Muller(2) Tubeand Transformer(2)
(0.4to1.2 ( (0.4to1.2 ( (1*0to1.35 ( (0.3to1.3

?

notobserved
.....notobserved

„„,notobserved

2.25to4.75 2.50to4.90 3.30to5.10 2.10to4.70

-0.5 —1.3 -1.9J -0.5

•Readingsherenotrepeated,henceinterpretationforsuchasmallslopeisuncertain. SUMMARY.SOATTEREROFPARAFFINWAXTHICKNESS0.5C.m.(0.27gm.isq.cm.)— —a
2experimentsCoolidgeTubeandTransformer(2)Fconstantforrange3.5<f̂5-o decreasingthereafterataboutperunitIf<

2experimentsAndrewsTubefcjandTransformer(2)S/Pconstantthroughoutobservedrange2.40<̂<6.25 4experimentsMullerTube^andTransformer(2)S/Pdecreasingthroughoutobservedrange2.25<h<5.1atabout1;%perunitft'



TABLEII.SCATTERINGOFUNFILTEREDPRIMARYBEAMAT90°TOPRIMARYANDPARALLELTOTHECATHODESTREAM (b)SCATTEREROFPARAFFIN
Tu5e

WAXOFTHICKNESS0.85cm. Rangeof̂

(0<79gm/sq.cm.) RangeortfALforwhich'S/P isobserved todecrease

Fractional IncreaseofS/P perunith
/fAt-

Date

Source of X-rays

Current inMilli- amperes

forwhich'S/PLimitof isobserved!Constant constant.[S/P

Remarks

24.9.29 25.9.29 25.9.29

)

5*GasTube RectifyingGas) Valve,Induction) CoilandMains) drivenGasBreak)

notobserved
not

4.7to5.1 4.0to4.8

5.1? ?

5.40to6.65 5.10to5.50 5.30to6.00
-4.4 -2.2 -10-o

Tested for strayL radiation

(30.9.29 ( (

T

samewith) softeners) operating)

5.3to6.5

not

observed

I

meas—

(1.10.29
samewith) softerbulb)

-ured

6.6to7.0

7.0?

7.00to9.00
-7-0

23.6.33

Ccolidge Tubeand Transformer(2)
5.0

notobserved

2.90to5.60

•y:A

-2.2

)

18.7.34 19.7.34

Muller(2))0.4to0.7 Tubeand)
(Transformer(2))0.2to0.7

notobserved notobserved

1.70to3.90 1.25to3.90
-2.2 ■2.1

Notei4experimentsareomittedfromGasTubesectionbecauseconditionswereunreliable. SUMMARY.SCAITEREROFPARAFFINWAXTHICKNESS0.85cm.(0.79gm/sq.om.) S/Pconstantfor^<5.0anddecreasing7>
5.0

3experimentsGastubeandvalve, Inductioncoilandmain3break.
2experimentsSoftgastubeandvalveS/Pconstantfor/yc6.5anddecreasingk>7.0. Inductioncoilandmainsbreak./'

1experimentCoolidgetubeandtransformer(2).S/Pdecreasingthroughoutobservedrange2.905.60 at2$perunitH'

2experimentsMullertubeandtransformer^)S/Pdecreasingthroughoutobservedrarige1.25<,/-*<3.90 at2$perunit'



TABLEII.SCATTERINGOFUNFILTKitKDPRIMARYBKaMaI90TOPRIMARYABDPARALLELTOTHECATHODESTREAM. I -01

(c)SCaITERShOFPARAFFINWAXOFTHICKNESS1.1om.gm/sa.cm.)Tu5e Current InMilli- axnperes.
Rangeof̂t forwhich1S/PLimitof isobservedConstant constantS/P
Rangeof/t^forwhichS/P isobserved todecrease

Date

Source of X-rays

Fractional IncreaseofS/P perunit̂

Remarks«

12.5*32Mullertube(1)5*0 16,5*32andtransformer5.0 2.6.32(2)5.0
notobserved notobserved notobserved

1.95to7.30 2.80to7.70 3.00to4.80
-3.6 -4.0 -5.0

9.1.33Coolidge Tubeand

6.0

1.6to2.3

Transformer(2)

2.3

2.30to5.60
-2.5

17.1.36 21.1.36 4.3.36

Muller(2) Tubeand0.4to4.0 transformer(2)0.2to2.00.6to4.31.7to2.7 1.6to2*85 2.15to2.8
3.0 3.25 2.9

3.45to4.25 3.25to5.4 2.9to4.65
-4.0 -3.0 -4.6

Largeprimary apertureand interrupted beam.

(•OI

SUMMARY.SCATTEREROFPARAFFINWAX.THICKNESS1.1cm.(gm/sei.cm.)
h,(

3experimentsMullertubeandtransformer(2)S/Pdecreasingthroughoutobservedrange1.95<?\
at4%perunit

7.70

1experimentCoolidgetubeandtransformer(2)S/Pconstant1.6Cf<2.3decreasing2.3\y<(5.60 1at2.5%perunit^

3experimentsMullertubeandtransformer(2)S/Pconstant1.0(2.9decreasing3.25C'y\4.4
at3.0%perunitj^

f
f

A/



TABLEII.SCATTERINGOFUNFILTEREDPRIMARYBEAMAT90°TOPRIMARYANDPARALLELTOTHECATHODESTREAM (d)SCAITERKRSOFPARAFFINWAXOFTHICKNESSES1.25cm,1.5cmand1.9cm. 11 .Ml' H111'JtM*111■1' Ml'1ilIIIIIIIII
Date

Source of

X-rays

TubeRangeof CurrentforwhichS/PLimitof inMilli-isobservedConstant amperes.constant.S/P
Rangeofk forwhich'S/FFractional isobservedIncreaseofS/P todecrease.perunith \ .'f

Remarks.

2.5.54 4.5.34

Andrews(2) and transformer(2)
0.5to3.0 2.7to6.0

notobservad notobserved

1.95to5.40 1.75to4.70
-2.8 -2.7

Scatterer Thickness 1.25cm.

25.2.29 27.2.29 13.3.39
Gastube) rectifying) valvewithin-) ductioncoil) andga3break.)
not measured

l-4.fitoa.60not
DhaftTOfd

Scatterer Thickness 1.5cm.

1T4fitop.70not
ohsonvort

notobserved

2.67to4.20
-1.2

29.1.36
Muller(2)

0.4to1.7

notoRfiftWfvl

1.90to4.20
-3.1

Scatterer Thickness

17.2.36
tubeand

1.0to3.0

notobserved

1.90to4.40
-4.0'

1.9cm.
Largeprimary

13.3.36
transformer(2)
0.7to3.0

notobsorvort

1.90to4.10
-3.0

apertureand interrupted beam.

SUMMARY

SCATTEREROFPARAFFINWAXTHICKNESS1.25cm.(1.15gm/sq.cm).
2experimentsAndrewstube{2)andtransformer(2)S/Pdecreasingthroughoutobservedrange1.75<'/7<5.4 at2.8$perunit ,̂r'

SUMMARYSCATTEREROFPARAFFINWAXTHICKNESS1.5cm.(1.40gm/sq.cm.) 3experimentsGastube,valve,inductionS/Pconstant1.45<(^62.6decreasing2.7<4.8 Jat1.2#perunit/±1

coilandmainsbreak.
SUMMARY

SCATTEREROFPARAFFINWAXTHICKNESS1.9cm.(1.77gm/sq.cm.)
3experimentsMullertube(z]andtransformer(2)S/Pdecreasingthroughoutobservedrange1.9<A<4.4 at3.4#perunit

<N



TABLEIII.SCATTERINGOFURFILTEREDPRIMARYBEAMSAT90TOPRIMARYANDPARKLLELTOTHECATHODESTREAM. Date

(a)SCATTEREROFFILTERPAPEROFTHICKNESS10SHEETS.(0.064gn/scj.cm.)
20.7.34 23.7.34 24.7.34 25.7.34 26.7.34

Source of X-rays Muller(2) Tubeand Trans- former(2)
"TuBe Current inMilli- amperes. 0.4to4.0 0.6to2.0 0.7to3.0 0.9to3.7 0.9to5.0

Rangeof~ forwhich'S/PLimitof isobservedConstant constant.S/P 1.6to3.15 1.6to3.15 1.6to4.0

3.25 3.2
4

kangeoff}^forwhichS/PFractional isobservedIncreaseofS/F todecrease.perunitj
Remarks.

3.25to5.2-3.4 3.2to5.2-1.7 4.0to4.6-2.0
1.7to5.1nodecreaseobserved 1.55to3.25

3.25

3.25to5.75-1.7

27.7.34

1.0to5.0
1.55to5.5

31.5.35

1.0to4.0
1.75to3.0

36.6.35

1.0to7.5
1.75to3.7

11.10.35

0.5to2.5
1.70to3.0

14.10.35

2.0to7.0
2.1to?

15.10.35

4.5to6.5
3.0to4.25

3.0 4.257 4.25

3.0to4.7 4.&5to6.0 4.25to6.25
-5.0 -2.0 1.0

InitialS/Phighat-x- 3*8• S/P"highat£»3.15 ?variationsnot elucidated.
S/Phighat=3.3 and3.7f S/Phighat

^ =3.7f

S/Phighat=3.7 S/PvaryingatJj=3. S/Phighat/p=4-25
1

SUMMARY.SCATTEREROFFILTERPAPER10SHEETS.(0.064gm/sq.cm.) 11experimentswithMullerTubefcjarciTransformer(2)AllgraphsshewS/Pconstantupto*3andallbutfourshowS/Pdecreasingbŷ=4.25.InsevenoutoftheelevenexperimentsS/PishigherbyoneortwoperC6ntthantheconstantvalueofS/P,thehighvalueoccurringintheneighbourhoodofthebendonthegraph.

N



TABLEIII.SCATTERINGOFUNFIL'iEREDPRIMARYBEAMSAl90°TOTHEPRIMARYANDPARALLELTOTHE OATHOOESTREAM.

(b)SCATTEREDOFFILTERPAPEROFTHICKNESS50SHEETS.(0.32gm/sq,.cm.)
Date

Source of X-rays

Tube Current inMilli- amperes.

Rangeofju/pALforwhichS/P isobserved constant.

HP,in
Limitof Constant, S/P

RangeofpppAL. forwhichS/P isobserved todecrease

Fractional Increaseof_S/P perunit^pAL

Remarks

22.2.33 24.2.33 I.3.33 5.7.33 6.7.33 17.7.33 21.7.33
Coolidge Tubeand Transformer(2) Andrews(1} Transformer(2) Andrews

6.0to6*5 6.5 6.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 170

2.0to2.5 1.5to2.6 1.5to3.4 1.4to2.25 1.4to2.2 1.9to2.7 1.6to3.25

2.5 2.6 3.4 2.25 2.2 2.75 "3723"

2.5to4.2 2.6to5.4 3.4to5.4 2.25to3.25 2.2to2.9 2.75to5.75 '3.23to5.25

Electroscope measurement. Ionisation Chamber Measurement

' 4.10.33" 11.10.33 11.12.33 8.1.34 12.1.34

0.3to 0.15to 0.4to 4.0to 1.0to

XT

1.0 2.0 4.5 4.0

2.2to 2.0to 2.1to 4.0to 2.1to
3.5 3.5 5.4 7.0 5.1 observed observed observed 5.0 3.9 5.75-- 3.0 4.35 5.0 4.0 5.0 6.25— 4.9

3.5375to6.1 3.53.5to4.55 notobserved— notobserved— notobserved 1.85to4.8 1.85to4.8
U)ituCeJaAJy.1.8to4.6 notobserved— notobserved—■ notobserved

3.25(?)3.5to4.75 4»44.5to5.3 —--notobserved— 4.0(?)4.0to8.8 5.05.0to5.7 notobserved— notobserved

XTT •5.0

tube(2)and Iran3former(2)

lowcurrents mediumcurrents

23.7.35
Muller

0.2

to

1.0■

—not

24.7.35
tube(2)and

0.2

to

1.0■

—not

19.7.35

Transformer(2)
0.16to
1.18

--not

27.2.35

0.4

to

2.0

T.0to

13.3.35

0.4

to

4.0

1.5to

29.3.35

0.4

to

6.5

1.85to

10.1.36

0.6

to

36

1.7to

18.12.34

0.4

to

4.0

1.75to

1.3.35

0.4

to

6.0

1.5to

13.1.36

0.6

to

9.2

1.8to

27.3.35

1.0

to

8.0

1.5to

19.12.34

0.3

to

9.0

1.6to

20.12.34

0.4

to

9.0

1.85to

=27T •1.8

lowcurrents
Seef«g-13.

•1.0 •3.3

medium currents•

•2.8 -1.8

high currents



TABLEIII.SCATTERINGOFUNFILTEREDPRIMARYBEAMSAT90TO1HKPRIMARYANDPARALLELTOTHE (HI&OOeSI
HflW

Date

Source of

(o)SCATTEBERSOFFILTERPAPEROFTHICKNESS100SHEETS.(0.64gm/sq.cm. TubeRangeofRangeofFractional
)

Current InMilli-

facnangeoi
forwhich'S/PLimitofforwhichS/PIncreaseofS/P Constantisobserved S/Ptodecrease

isobserved constant.

perunit^b

Remarks

20.3.34
Andrews

1.0

to

2.5

1.7

to

4.0

4.0

4.0to
5.4

-7.0

22.3.34
Tube(2)and

2.5

to

5.0

1.5to5.4

mm

27.3.34
Transformer(2)
2.5

to

4.0

1.85

to

4.5

4.5?

4.5to
5.4

-1.0

27.4.34

1.3

to

6.5

1.5

to

4.0

4.0?

4.0to
5.5

-2.0

30.4.34

1.3

to

3.0

1.85

to

3.15

no

further
observations

14.5.34

1.0

to

5.0

1.85

to

3.5

no

further
observations

12.7.34
Muller(2)

0.6

1.3

to

2.5

2.5

2.5to
3.95

-6.0

13.7.34
Tubeand

0.6

1.3

to

2.5

no

further
observations

16.7.34

Transformer(2)
0.4

to

0.7

1.3

to

2.5

2.5

2.5to
3.25

-5.0

17.7.34

0.7

1.3

to

2.5

2.5

2.5to
4.0

-3.0

6.6.34

0.6

to

8.0

1.75

to

2.5

2.5

2.5to
4.0

-4.0

22.6.34

0.62to8.0
1.75

to

2.5

2.5

2.5to
4.0

-4.0

30.5.34

1.2

to23.7

1.3

to

3.25

3.25

3.25to4.45
-7.0

1.6.34

1.8

to33.5

1.35

to

3.55

3.55

3.55to4.2
-2.0

}

I

Small tube currents• Mediumtube currents Largetube currents•

SUMMARY.SCATTERERSOFFILTERPAPER100SHEETS(0.64gm/aq.om).̂ 6experimentswithAndrewstube(2)andtransformerI2)shows/Pconstantuptoy=4orgreater Inthreeoutof4experimentsS/Pisdecreasingafter=4.5.u
8experimentswithMullertube(2)andtransformer(2)3howS/Pnotconstantbeyond-5=2.5unless verylargecurrentsareusedandeventhennotconstantabove3.5.



TABLEIV.SCATTERINGOFUNFILTKREDPRIMARYBEAMSAT90TOTHEPRIMARYANDAT90TOTHECATHODESTREAM. (a)SCATTERER3OFPARAFFINWAX TuBi Current inMilli- amperes.

MULLERTUBE(2)arxiTRANSFORMER(2)
ThicknessRange(a)of̂Range(b)of7^Fractional offorwhichS/PforwhichS/PincreaseInS/P Scattererincreasesincreasesmoreperunitfpa*.■

Rangela)'Range{b)

Date

cm.

3lowly

rapidly

4.7.350.4to1.05 5.7.350.4to1.2 23.9.350.3to1.0 24.9.351.0to1.35
0.25 0.3 0.3 0.3

1.9to3.7 2*25to3.35 2.0to4.75 3.3to5.1
notobserved 3.35to4.5 notobserved notobserved

4.7t 3.5t 2.4t 2.8t

7.2t

SUMMARY.

SCATTERERSOFPARAFFINWAX.

Avero*cjo Fr<xcC"1c><5iL Range(a)Range(b? 3.3#

7.2$

1

»4

27.r.36"
"TT.2

to

1.6

1.1

2.2toY

1

to4.75

3.7

t.

j3.7

4.3.36

0.2

to

2.0

1.1

2.15to2.9
2.9

to4.65

2.1

•»*

6.9t

30.3.36

1.0

to

8.0

1.1

1.9to3.2

3.2

to5.0

1.4

5.4t

1.57.4

1.4.36

0.5

to

4.0

1.1

2.15to3.5
3.5

to4.5

0.9

9.8t

172.36

1.0

to

S'.'O

1.9

notobserved
1.9

to4.4

-

5.2t

13.3.36
0.7

to

3.0

1.9

notobserved
1.9

to4.1

-

5.1t

5.1

4experimentsusingparaffinwaxscatterersof0.3cm.thicknessorless.NoexperimentshowsS/Pconstant. ThreeexperimentsshowS/Pincreasingataconstantratethroughouttheobservedrange2.0C5.0. InoneexperimentS/Pappearstoincreasealittlemorerapidlyforfik->3.4..
4experimentsusingparaffinwaxscattersof1.1cm.thickness.InallexperimentsS/PincreaseswithF~ andinthreeexperimentstheincreaseismorerapidforyy3.5.'

2experimentsusingparaffinwaxscattersof1.9cm.thickness, rapidlywithp*overtherange1.9<ji<4.1.
InbothexperimentsS/Pincreases



TABLEIV.SCATTERINGOFUHFILTKREDPKlMjUQCBEAMSAT90TOTEEPrIMARYAND90TOTHECATHODESTREAM. (b)SCATTERERSOFFILTERPAPER,, TubeNo.ofRange(a)ofRange(b)of scatter-forwhichS/PforwhichS/P
Date

Current inMilli-
:ing sheets

increases

increasesmore
MULLERTUBE(2)ANDTRANSFORMER(g)FractionalincreaseAverage

inS/Pperunit>pFractionalIacchange
Range(a)Range(b)Range(a)Range(b)1

14.10.35
2.0

to

7.0

10

2.1

to

?

?to6

3.7t

15.10.35
4.5

to

6.5

3.0

to

4.25

4.25to6.25
3.6

♦

3.8

3.63.8

r-

21.6.35

0.5

to

4.0

50

1.9

to

3.0

notobserved
4.0

-

'•'•'

29.7.35

0.3

to

1.75

2.3

to

3.0

3.0to4.85

3.3

+

4.1

*

•i

-30.7.35
0.2

to

1.5

3.0

to

4.0

4.0to5.0

0.9

+

12.0

t

3.36.7

-31.7.35
0.25

to

1.5

1.8

to

4.0

4.0to5.0

3.7

+

5.6

+

-10.1.36
0.6

to

3.6

1.8

to

o

*

to

3.0to4.7

3.0

+• mm

4.0

mm

■11.2.36
0.3

to

9.0

2.3

to

CD

«

to

4.0to6.0

5.1

+

8.0

+

SUMMARY,

SCATTERERSOFFILTERPAPER.
2experimentsusing10sheetsoffilterpapershov^noconstancyofS/Pbutadefiniteincrease asIncreasesfrom=2.1to=6.25.

6experimentsusing50^sheetsoffilterpapershownoconstancyofS/PbutS/Pincreasing betweeny=1.8andy-6.0,theincreasebeingslowforrange1.8<o<3-o andmorerapidfortherange4-c^./p6-o.I



in Volts "170 100
85 80 75

"100
85 70 60

150 100
80 60

TABLEV(a)POLARISATIONCORRECTIONEXPERIMENTS.
Tube Current

inMilli- eunperes

Estimated Voltageon tubein Kilovolts

Primary AVac

(S/?)
H

(S/P),

Mean S/P

(i)SoattererofParaffinWaxThickness0.3cm,
1.211

Q. Fractional Increase inmean S/Pperu unitjAt
Po\ar-

Ization per¬ cent

5t7;g5. ,,1.119 1.140 1.167 1.172 1,181.

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.2 JLmjL

85 59 53 50 48

2.28 3.34 3.83 4.15 4.45

1.027 1.022 1.019 1.018 1.008

1.259 1.316 1.326 1.354 Ofg,CMf

2.5 +1.0

8

io 13 13 J5~

(il)scattererofParaffinWaxThiclmess
24t9!35.

1.0 1.0 1.0 1,55

59 52
45 ja

3.3 3.9 4.6 5^1

0.909 0.909 0.893 0.874

1.035 1.065 1,068 l_tp86

(iii)ScattererofParaffinwaxThickness1.1cm
0.972 0.987 0.980 0,580

4:5;£6,

-0.5 +1.3

G
8 9

II

1.107 1.123 1.160 1.253

0.2 0.5 0.8 .2*0.

80 59 50 _39_

2.15 3.0 3.8 4.65

1.026 0.993 0.978 0.959

1.066 1.058 1.069 1,086

0.8 ±0.9

h G 9

11+

<V-.

T*

V



TABLEV(b)POLARISATIONCORRECTIONEXPERIMENTS.
primary Voltage in Volts

Tube Current
inMilli- amperes

Estimated Voltageon tubein Kilovolts

Primary h
fA|.

(S/P)
a

(s/Pl

Mean S/P

cm, can.15:5:1

% Fractional IncreasePoUriz- inmean S/£per unit,j£C€*^

150

1.0

80

1.9

0.890

0.945

0.916

i

3

100

1.0

59

2.8

0.875

0.965

0.920

S

80

1.3

50

3.4

0.832

0.995

0.913

0.5

70

1.3

45

3.7

0.850

[1.01]

0.920

io

60

3.0

40

4.1

0.830

1.038

0.933

+1.0

II

50

?,o

,,T5?

4f45

0.810

1.047

0.928

13

150

0.7

80

1.9

1.005

1.115

1.060

4

s

100

2.0

64

2.5

0.992

1.160

1.076

1.5

8

80

2.0

52

3.3

0.970

1.181

1.076

IO

60

3.0

40

4.1

0.945

1.243

1.094

±1-1

"f

(vi)scattererofCarbonThickness0.65cm.
28:2:36.

180

0.25

100

1.42

1.095

1.189

1.142

b

150

0.3

80

1.7

1.105

)

1.157

1.7

S

140

"€E*3o-Z

80

1.7

1.210J

100

0.2o-7

59

2.36

1.062

1.230

1.146

+1.5

7

....BP

0.7/•/

5Q

3to

1.065

1.282

1.173

9

K»

CM



TABLEVOPOLARIZATIONCORRECTION-EXPERIMENTS.lTOLLERTUBEANDTRANSFORMER(S)
Tube

Estimated

Or

primary

Current

Voltageon

Primary(&/P)„
(S/P)vMean

Fractional
PoLariz.-

Voltage

inMiili-tubein

H

V S/P

Increase

O/ttorA

in

amperes

Kilovolts

inmean

per

Volts

f/u

S/pper

C6iat

unitAfc-

(ix)scattererofFilterPaperThickness50sheets30:7:55.1
190

0.2

100

1.7.998
1.0241.011

f-

J-3

145

0.3

80

2.25.996

1.8

100

0.3

59

3.2.994
1.0741.034

+0.6

4-

80

1.1

50

3.9.978
1.0851.030

5"

60

1.5

59

6.0LG681
1.2101.089

J1

(>:)ScattererofFilterPaperThickness50
sheets31:7:35.

190

0.25

1QQ

1.701.016
1.0531.034

f

I'S

100

1.0

59

3.21.004
1.1101.057

s

75

1.3

48

4.01.010
1.1411.075

2.1

i

60

1.5

38

5.3[1.003
1.2181.109

+0.7

lo

(xi)ScattererofFilt
orPaperThickness50

sheets10:1:36.

180

0.6

1Q0

1.8O.SSO
1.0751.027

%

s

140

0.6

90

2.20.992
1.0961.039

1.7

s

100

2.0

64

3.00.990
1.1141.052

+0.9

<o

80

2.0

52

3.80.930
1.1731.076

9

65

2,3

4S

4.70.970
1.1881.079

lo



TABLEVd„.POLARIZATIONCORRECTIONEXPERIMENTS.kULLERTUBEANDTRANSFORMER(2).
Primary Voltage in Volts

TubeEstimated CurrentVoltageonprimary(s/P)(S/P)Mean
inMilli-tubeinHvs/P amperesKilovolts

Fractional IncreasePoAwiz- in mean s/Pper unitcer,t

(vii)ScattererofFilterPaperThickness10sheets14:10t35.
150 100

70 57

2.0852.1.9501.0*101.0102.0343.2.9341.1041.0195.0494,25.9561.1521.0547.0396.0.9251.2201.072
%

1.6 ±9.6

<o
8

9

U+

fviii)SoattererofFilterPaperThickness10sheets15;10s35.
100

70 55

4.5683.00.9701.0651.0175.5494.25.9601.1161.0386.5306.25.937MvOO?1.064
1-162

*

1.4 ±0.0

S

8

IZ

(xii)scattererofAluminiumThickness0,045cm.26/3/55.
ISO 100

70

1.51001.41.1591.2161.1085.0672.71.1571.2751.2164.0493.451.1851.5721.278
• .

^

Si

25 S

7

N.6.Thisgraphidconcaveupwards.



TABLEVI.SCATTERINGOFUNFILTKnEDPitIftuUtitBEAMSAT90°TOTHEPRIMARYANDAT45°TOTHECATHODESTREAM Muller

Observed

■

Tube

Scattering

Observed

Fractional

Corresponding

Date

Current

Material

Rangeof

Increaseof

value3of

inMilli-

itsthickness

rtpn.

S/Pper

STfrom

amperes

andDensity

unitHpai

TableV.

9.5.36

1.0to2.3
0.3cm.

2.30to5.45
2.0t0.90)
(2.5t1.00

(5.7.35).

(0.5t1.30
(24.9.35)

2.3.36

0.2to1.2
ParaffinWax

2.2to5.3

1.4"£1.20)
0.8I0.90
(4.3.36)

6.3.36

0.4to2.8

1.1cm.

1*9to4.b5
1.5t1.5)

3•2".36

0.3to3.0
FaraffinVvax

1.5to4.2

0.8t0.9)
(0.5t1.0&

(17.2.36)

5.2.36

0.3to9.0

1.9cm.

1.65to4.2

1.0t1.3)
(1.5t1.1ft
(13.3.36)

12.7.35*
0.25to2.0
FilterPaper

1.8to4.0

0.7t1.1)
(1.8t0.60
(30.7.35)

15.7.350
0.2to2.0

50sheets

1.65to6.8

1.1t1.7)
(2.1t0.70
(31.7.35)

17.7.35*
0.45to1.21

2.3to5.6

1.9t0.6)
(1.7t0.90
(10.1.36)

26.7.35^
0.2to1.0
0.32gm/sq,.cm.
1.74to4.85
1.6t0.7)

6.2.36

0.5to9.0

1.75to7.0?

7.2.36

0.3to9.0

1.75to7.2?

26.2.36

0.4to2.5
Oarbon0.65cm
11.7to3.75

13.5+1.7
"""1.7t1-50
(28.2.36)

0.94gm/sq..cm.

IS.2.SB1.0to3.0Aluminium0.045cm.1.5to3.45.0+-*.0)—("3.7t1.10(26.9.35)r 0.12gm/sii.cm.S/Pgraph.)(S/Pgraphi3concave
(withAluminiumslopesareobservedforisconcave)(upwards internalpartofthegraphs)upwards) *Intheseexperimentstherevolvingprimaryshutterwasnotinuse. SUMMARY.Everyexperimentrecordedinthistableshowsasmallrate 0-p4riorea3eof3/pwithincreaseoffifp.Theerror.,ofobservation

inthes'lopeisin.three.casesoqisal%ror.neater.thantheobserved slope..10fcas.esgivecertalnoslope..•ThevaluesofGarecon¬ sistentwithcorrespondingvaxuesof•



COPUDGETUBSANDTRASS70F'(2)
(a

)Scatterer
ofParaffinax,thickness
i0.3cm.

TUBE

DATS

VOLTAGE

S/P,

observe'afterfilteringthroughaluminium
ofthickness

inkv.

0.0

0.010.920.00
0.040.050.050.07
0.080.09cm.

4.2.333

8"

1 .00

0.972

0.9550.932

0.907

G.2.93

53

1 .00

.°55

0.9480.925

0.893

20.2.00

GO

1.00

0.95°0.961
0.9340.939

0.381

8.2000

55

1..DO

0.9470.9480.944
0.9370.9280.3°0

0.850

15.2.30

55

1f\rs

AOA/?AAAAAOA1 • •-J-J•»•O•V•.JJ.
0.9370.9300.9190.8^8

0.834

17.2.30

55

1.00

0.9320.9740.931
0.9530.9370.9390.915
0.892

1 .2.3''

49

1.vo

0.900

0.9370.902

0.351

1.1.2.00

40

1.0:

r-OGO •OO

0.931

(b)GcattererofParaffin:,sx,thickness1.1en.__
DATSTUBES/P,observedafterfilteringthroughaluminiumofthickness VOLTAGK0.00.010.020.03O.Qi0.050.000.070.080.09cm.

U.12•38

95

1.30

0.972

0.947

0.923

0.909

0.909

12.12.38

91

•

O

O

0.988

0.968

0.933

0.922

8.12.32

91

1.00

0.985

0.983

0.°51

0.948

0.944

0.934

0.921

0.921

8.1^,.38

84

1.00

0.°»93

0.976

0.947

0.960

0.940

0.904

2.12.32

84

1.0

n

' .°36

0.978

0.967

0.913

13.112.32

74

1.00

0.971

0.947

0.934

0.919

0.901

1.00

0.987

0.981

0.951

0.891

0.940

00

c;

00

•

c

0.904

30.11.32

74

1.00

0.986

0.971

0.952

*

0.936

9.12.32

72

1.00

0.988

0.971

0.958

0.959

0.953

0.942

0.902

0.912

0.957

0.923

0.927

0.937

0.903

5.12.32

56

1.00

0.952

0.921

0.898

0.877

7.12.32

48

1.00

0.959

0.949

0.932

0.8°8

0.866
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TABLEVIII.CALCULATEDINTENSITIESOFSCATTEREDX-RAYSATVARIOUSWAVELENGTHS WaveLengthsoo inAU

7.07

3.53

2.36

1.77

1.41

1.18

1.01

0.88

0.79

0.71

0.64

CsUv^tiA0.0
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

HYDROGENFZ1.00 z-o
Total/electron1.0

0.66 0.34 1.0

0.23 0.77 1.0

0.06 0.94 1.0

0.02 0.98 1.0

0 1.0 1.0

0 1.0 1.0

0 1.0 1.0

0
1.0 1.0

0 1.0 1.0

0 1.0 1.0

0 1.0 1.0

CARBONpl36.00 z-o Total'36.00
21.16 2.00 23.16

9.00 3.30 12.30

4.84 4.20 9.04

3.61 4.50 8.11

2.89 4.70 7.59

2.56 5.00 7.56

1.96 5.20 7.16

1.69 5.30 6.99

1.44 5.41 6.85

1.00 5.51 6.51

0.81 5.61 6.42

Total/electron6.00
3.86

2.05

1.51

1.35

1.26

1.26

1.19

1.17

1.14

1.09

1.07

OXYGENF264.00 Z-£fkzk+K.M.o Total64.00
50.41 1.60 52.01

28.09 4.10 32.19

15.21 5.60 20.81

8.41 6.00 14.41

4.84 6.40 11.24

3.24 6.50 9.74

2.56 6.70 9.26

2.25 6.SI 9.06

1.96 6.91 8.87

1.82 7.11 8.93

1.56 7.21 8.77

Total/electron8.00
6.50

4.02

2.60

1.80

1.41

1.22

1.16

1.13

1.11

1.12

1.10

ALUMINIUMF2169.00 Z-0 Total169.00
121.00 2.80 123.80

80.10 5.20 85.30

60.06 7.00 67.06

43.56 8.50 52.06

30.25 9.60 39.85

20.25 10.41 30.66

13.69 10.81 24.50

9.61 11.11 20.72

7.02 11.31 18.33

5.29 11.51 16.80

4.00 11.62 15.62

Total/electron13.00
9.52

6.56

5.16

4.00

3.07

2.36

1.88

1.60

1.41

1.30

1.20

PARAFFINTotalper4.75 WAXelectron

3.15

1.79

1.38

1.26

1.20

1.19

1.15

1.12

1.11

1.06

1.05

FILTERTotalper6.34 &PAPERelectron

4.76

2.84

1.95

1.51

1.29

1.21

1.15

1.13

1.11

1.09

1.07



FIG30(MCALCULATEDRELATIVEIONIZATIONS FORX-RAYSSCATTEREDAT90°BY VARIOUSkVAVELENGT-SLinthe particular,ionizationchamber.] verticalscaleicm~Zunits
tomakethegradientscomparableall">egraphs. have6egnreducedtoascaletnthm relativeionizationatX=0-yaoi-wit/./

/

/

Thesefiguresandthegraphrequirethefollowing additionalcorrection: (a)Moreaccuratecorrectionfortheionizationdue tothemodifiedray.Thisraisestheionization atAr0.7AUbyonepercent,andlowersit atx-1.0Aubyonepercent.
(b)CorrectionforelectronspintermofWaller. Thisdecreasesthetotalintensitiesandioniz¬ ationsbyvaryingamounts,andatmostby5per cent}thecorrectionbeingappreciableonwave lengthsgreaterthan1AU.

Afterapplyingbothcorrectionsthemaximumchangeon thealuminiumgraphisnegligibleat0.7Auand-6mm. at1.6AU.Themaximymchangeonthehydrogengraph isnegligibleat0.7AUand-2mm.at1.6Au.



TABLEIX(a).CALCULATEDRELATIVEIONIZATIONSOFRADIATIONSCATTEREDAT90INTHEPARTICULARIONIZATIONCHAMBERS,ANDSUBJECTTOCORRECTIONFORWALLER'STERMANDTOFINECORRECTIONFORTHEMODIFIEDRAY. RELATIVETOTHEIONIZATIONFORWAVELENGTH-o-vAu.
WavelengthinAU
0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.4

1.6

HYDROGEN

1.0

1.54

2.15

2.77

3.47

4.27

5.69

7.42

CARBON

1.0

1.62

2.32

3.03

4.95

6.57

8.99

OXYGEN

1.0

1.53

2.18

2.86

4.72

7.16

10.6

ALUMINIUM

1.0

1.69

2.76

3.98

7.88

13.1

20.3

PARAFFINWAX

1.0

1.64

2.36

3.02

4.82

6.45

8.60

FILTERPAPER

1.0

1.59

2.25

2.93

4.78

6.77

9.54

TABLEIX(b).FINSCORRECTIONFORTHEMODIFIEDRAY.OBTAINEDFROMTHEDOUBLELOGARITHMICPLOTOFTABLEX.C=̂v<^yvjJF̂va^Xlcryri.o£pi*uo</v.ois&ovbcd."»•<-X ("yctcTto^o£poioerca-b5o-vb>-c<sCX

Wavelength0.20.3d.40.50.60.70.80.91.01.11.21.41.6InAU. C

0.9860.9900.9920.9940.9951.0080.9960.9830.9850.9860.9840.9840.984



TABLEXWAVELENGTHSENSITIVITYOFIOHIZATTOHCHAMBER.(theoretical)̂
cx)withouty(b)wtb->endco-rr-ecJion■fcuJb-r'(jestiVoixlTd).

>-

0

c

.2

.5

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.4

1.6

•or,"^D<Jz

.16

.20

•

to

rf>

.28

.32

.36

.41

.46

.50

.54

.60

.70

.80

-CW

.29

.56

1.10

1.95

3.10

5.55

8.5

12.0

15.8

20.526.5
39.

60.

1

C7~~
~JZ

.55

.36

.22

.144

.103

.067

.049

.038

.032

.027

.023

.018

.013

.7-4Xe

.998

.996

.991

.981

.968

.944

.913

.877

.838

.793

.741

.647

.552

isr-losŝe

.55

.36

.22

.141

.100

.063

.044

.033

.027

.0214

.0170

.0116

.0072

A-

fC rcict•'ois

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

i .
1—totc<Xloii

.45

.64

.78

.86

.90

.937

.956

.967

.973

.979

.983

.988

.993

1 -e

.005

.010

.020

.036

.057

.097

.148

.203

.259

.323

.395

.524

.680

tractionof Power Absorbed.
to) tb)

.0022 •0O16

.0064 •0054

.0156 •0143

.031 •03O

.051 •043

.091 •O87

.140 •I3&

.196
•190

.252 •247

.316 •310

.388 •380

.518 •5/3

.675 •670

EndCorrection irauJovc.i»rr»ria.t€.
'I'

'*4

•91

•93

•95

•96

.97

•97

•98

•98

.99

•99

■995

TABLEXI

UNPOLARIZSDTERM
INTHE

INCOHERENTRADIATION.(9o°
SCATTERING.)

0#

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.4

1.6

Klu.H.
111•;°«047

0.013

0.006

0.003

0.002

0.002

0.001

0.001

0

0

0

0

0 .

0

I

fc>



TABLE M LOL OF SOURCES AND MEASURING SYSTEMS OF X-RAYS.

DATE SOURCE OF HIOH TENSION x-ray tube
X-RAY POWER
MEASUREMENT

10.11.88 Induction coils (various)
Series rheostat in primary

to circuit,
Also mains driven mercury

IS.5.50. seas make and break.

Low pressure gas filled
tubes (various)

Where necessary used with
single low pressure gas
filled valve in series.

Cubical box
air electro¬
scopes with
gold leaf.

7.5.30

to

15.12.30

As above. Muller (1) 5KW. vacuum
tube

Hot cathode
Water cooled anti-cathode
with incorporated water
tank.

as above

1.5.31 Transformer (1) on A.C.
mains through auto-

to transformer
Output unrectified

15.12.31.

As above Ionisation
chambers
containing S0„
Cubical
electroscope
for primary
Wilson tilted

26.2.32

to

8.7.32

Transformer (2) 5 Kw.
on A.C. mains through
series rheostat

Output unreotified

As above As above

14.11.32
to

10.3.33.

As above Coolidge vacuum tube
Hot cathode
Hot anticathode

Cubical box
air electro¬
scopes with
Kold leaf.

28.4.33

to

18.7.33

As above As above Ionisation
chambers
containing SO
Cubical z
electroscope
for primary
Wilson Tilted
for secondary.

21.7.33
to

24.7.33

As above Andrews (1) vacuum
tube

Thin window

As above

25.9.33
to

As above Andrews (2) vacuum
tube

As above

14.5.54 Thin window



J a.

TABLE ST (CONTD).

DATE SOURCE OF HIliH TENSION X-RAY TUBE
X-RAY POWER
MEASUREMENT

30*5,54 As above

to

25.10.35

Muller (2) 3 Kw.
vacuum tube

Hot cathode
Water cooled anti-

cathode with
incorporated
water tank.

As above

8.1*36 As above

to

31.3.36

As above As above with
large primary
aperture and
rotating
shutter.
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The Crystal Structure of "Beta Alumina"
Na,0\\Al,03.

By C. A. Beevers, Physical Laboratories, University of Manchester
and M. A. S. Ross, Department of Natural Philosophy, University

of Edinburgh.

1. Introduction.

Alumina Alo03 lias been thought to possess a hexagonal form which
has become known as "Beta Alumina". It has been shown recently,
however, by chemical analysis1) and from X-ray measurement of the unit
cell and the density2), that the true formula for "beta alumina" is
Na20 • 11 Al20s.

Bragg, Gottfried and West3) have attempted the X-ray analysis
of this crystal on the assumption of a formula \Na20 • 11 \Al203, agreeing
with the best chemical analysis then available. They were not able to de¬
vise a structure which was completely satisfactory, but were led to suggest
an ideal structure with a composition Na20-11 Al203 to which "beta
alumina" might tend. Since such a structure is now satisfactory from
chemical analysis and from the density, a test can be made of its fit
with X-ray intensities. This paper deals with the carrying out of such
a test on Na20 • 11 Al203 itself, and on the isomorphous K20- {IA1203
which has been prepared by the Norton Company.

The unit cells of A7a,/) ■ 11A l203 and K20 ■ 11 Al203 are hexagonal
with a0 = 5.584, c0 = 22.45 A, and a0 = 5.584, c0 = 22.67 A, respectively.
The space group is G&jmmc {Dgh). The only point which is in doubt in
the ideal structure suggested by Bragg, Gottfried and West is the
position of the Na(or K) atoms in the mirror planes. If the origin is taken
at one of the centres of symmetry the Na may be at either (OOj) or
(fJi). The present work suggests that the Na is actually upon the second
of these two positions, so that the parameters of the structure become:

X y Z X y 2

2 Na on 2
ff i i (d) 12 0A on i .050 (k)

2 AIa on 0 0 0 (a) 40B on i i .050 (/)
4 AlB on i I .022 (/) 4 00 on 0 0 .144 (e)

12 Al0 on i i .106 (Jc) 12 0D on i 4 .144 (k)
4 Alj> on i 1 .178 (/) 2 0E on i I i (6)

1) Ridgway, Klein and O'Leary, Transactions of the Electrochemical So¬
ciety, Vol. LXX, p. 71, 1936.

2) Beevers and Brohult, Z. Kristallogr. 95 (1936) 472.
3) Bragg, W. L., Gottfried, C. and West, J., Z. Kristallogr. 77 (1931) 255.
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The last column in this table gives the designations of the sets of
positions from Wyckoff, "Theory of Space Groups". The structure de¬
fined by these parameters is described in Section 4 of this paper.

2. Intensity Data.
Bragg, Gottfried and West give data which can be put into three

sets, and are based on spectrometer observations, an extinction correction
being applied. These sets are
1. the (000?) intensities, and some planes like (224?) with I even; which
have similar intensities;
2. planes (hki0) of the c-axis zone.
3. a few intensities (hOhl).

These intensities are fromNa20■ 11 Al203 and are probably quite as

good as can be got from the thin cleavage plates which are the only
experimental material available.

Further intensity results of a rather lower order of accuracy have
been obtained by us from oscillation photographs. The main object of
this work was to obtain a sufficiently complete set of intensities of the
(hOhl) type to make a double Fourier synthesis on the a — c plane
practicable. The radiation used was Cu Ka and the specimens were small
chips of crystals of Na20-11 Al203 and K20• 11Al203, long in a direction
parallel to one of the a-axes (the axis of rotation) and having cross-
sections of 0.4 X 0.15 and 0.6 X 0.5 mm. respectively. Thirty-degree oscilla¬
tions were employed and four photographs for each crystal were sufficient
to give all the intensities with the exception of a few which could not be
resolved. The equatorial layer lines were photometered after analysis
and an attempt made to apply corrections for absorption in the specimens.

_i_ cos2 2 0
The corrected intensities were divided by 0 = —^ ~ and the square
roots found. These were multiplied by a suitable constant to make them
comparable with the calculated F's. The Fourier synthesis performed
with these values led to the structure given in Section 1.

3. Comparison of Observed and Calculated Intensities.
The intensities are calculated from the structure of Section 1, using the

/-curves of James and Brindley. No heat motion correction is made,
so that we may expect the observed F values to fall below the calculated
ones, especially at the larger values of sin 0/A. The general structure-
factor for 06/mmc is given in the "Internationale Tabellen" Vol. I, p. 303.
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Since there are 110 atoms on the 24-fold set of equivalent positions (i. e.
all the atoms are on the mirror planes parallel to the c-axis) this structure
factor reduces to

4 cos (Iz + \l) {cos \{h—k)x — + cos [(/i + 2k) x — JZ]
+ cos [(2h + k)x + J?]}.

For the (0kkl) intensities this reduces still further to
4 cos Iz {2 cos kx + cos 2kx) for I even, and
4 sin Iz {2 sin kx + sin 2kx} for I odd.

The agreement for the intensities of Set 1 is shown in Table I. This
agreement is improved if the /-curve for oxygen is made to approach zero
more rapidly than the James and Brindley curve, in accordance with
the curve suggested by Bragg and West1).

Table I. Planes of Set 1.

(0000 (2241)
1 sin 0/A Peal Fobs sin 0/AFca1 .Fobs sin 0/A Fcal F0bs sin 0/A Fcai Fobs

2 .044 110 big .362 54 54 .721 28 27 .625 32 31

4 .089 106 118 .370 53 58 .726 28 30 .630 32 36

6 .133 14 12 .385 1 16 .731 2 11 .638 1 10

8 .178 69 60 .401 51 31 .740 26 15 .650 31 16

10 .222 60 82 .424 1 3.5 .752 8 3.5 .662 2 —

12 .266 16 9 .448 2 10 .769 4 5.8 .680 3 4.6
14 .311 95 93 .476 78 60 .786 40 23 .700 48 29

16 .355 7 — .507 5 9 .802 2 9 .718 2 10
18 .399 51 48 .538 38 37 .824 22 17 .741 25 27

20 .448 112 62 .573 79 38 .848 56 26 .767 62 30
22 .488 3 8 .608 9 — .870 10 — .793 11 —

24 .532 78 51 .644 67 37 .900 46 26 .823 53 35
26 .576 27 24

28 .621 63 52

30 .665 31 15
32 .710 58 32

34 .754 14 —

(4481) (6061)

As shown by Bragg, Gottfried and West, the planes of the c-axis
zone (Set 2) can be divided into four types, referred to by them as (a)
(b), (c), and (d), the structure-factor being constant for any type, and the
variation in F within a group being due to the variation in the /-values.

1) Z. Kristallogr. 66 (1928) 139.
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The agreement between calculated and observed values is best shown
graphically by plotting F against sin (9/A.1)

Figure 1 shows that the agreement is very good, the observed F drops
steadily below the calculated F owing to heat motion. The appearance
of the graph is a definite improvement on a similar plot using the structure
B' of Bragg, Gottfried and West.

each type giving a smooth curve. (Type (b) reflections are too small to be shown).

The intensities (hOhl)2) also agree very well indeed with the space
group structure. The agreement is shown in Table II.

Finally the agreement of all the (hOJil) intensities from the oscillation
photographs is recorded in Table III, for Na20-11A l./)3 and K20-11Al203.

1) Bragg, Gottfried and West, 1. c., Table V, p. 272.
2) Bragg, Gottfried and West, 1. c., Table VI, p. 272.
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Table II. Planes of Set 3.

hi 1 1 1 2 1 3 22 24 26 3 6 44 48

sin 0/A .106 .113 .124 .212 .225 .248 .340 .424 .452

Fcal 11 35 21 40 41 95 60 15 29

-^obs 8 33 24 40 39 97 60 — 25

These intensities are definitely better with the Na and K atoms in the
position (| ^ J) rather than in the other two-fold positions on the mirror-
plane. The good general agreement of such a large number of planes as in
Table III establishes the correctness of the structure. It was hoped from
the observed F's contained in Table III to improve the parameters by the
method of double Fourier synthesis parallel to ana-axis. Syntheses were
carried out on both Na./) • 11 Al/)3 and K/) ■ 11A l/)2 but no appreciable
change of the parameters was suggested by them.

Table III. (hOhl) Intensities from Rotation Photographs.
Plane Na20• 11 Al203 K20-llAl203 Plane [ Na20-11 Al203 K20-11A1203
hi Cal. Obs. Cal. Obs. hi 1 Cal. Obs. Cal. Obs.

0 2 110 54 97 47 1 15 18 16 25 29
0 4 106 60 99 77 1 16 1 15 3 0
0 6 14 18 4 26 1 17 38 24 31 22

0 8 69 51 87 73 1 18 37 26 41 39
0 10 60 70 61 88 1 19 26 15 33 35
0 12 16 0 10 0 1 20 35 37 32 45
0 14 95 89 103 105 1 21 38 53 45 61
0 16 7 7 10 0 1 22 13 18 17 31
0 18 51 53 39 55 1 23 6 13 12 11
0 20 112 75 112 110 1 24 6 11
0 22 3 12 3 0 2 0 42 48 47 55

0 24 78 55 68 50 2 1 61 53 52 65

1 0 17 8 23 12 2 2 40 38 36 47

1 1 11 £9 0 20 2 3 38 18 46 40

1 2 35 24 42 41 2 4 41 37 46 45
1 3 21 24 10 0 2 5 87 62 95 68

1 4 26 14 32 0 2 6 95 73 100 72
1 5 2 7 8 0 2 7 79 63 71 57

1 6 10 22 4 0 2 8 51 49 47 42

1 7 94 60 104 67 2 9 35 17 42 26

1 8 22 29 17 22 2 10 47 45 43 34
1 9 15 28 6 19 2 11 104 78 111 64
1 10 38 32 43 33 2 12 18 29 14 0

1 11 1 0 9 0 2 13 127 100 110 89
1 12 6 10 10 23 2 14 135 90 139 100

1 13 27 35 20 36 2 15 11 0 18 0
1 14 30 26 33 35 2 16 5 0 10 0
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Table III (Cont.)
Plane Na20■ 11 Alfi3 K20-UA1203 Plane Na20-11 Al203 K20-llAl203
hi Cal. Obs. Cal. Obs. hi Cal. Obs. Cal. Obs.

2 17 18 20 25 36 4 0 36 27 40 30

2 18 51 45 48 54 4 1 48 51 42 61

2 19 43 30 49 42 4 2 22 26 18 23

2 20 9 21 5 15 4 3 39 31 45 50

2 21 29 20 23 20 4 4 15 0 18 13

2 22 35 27 38 42 4 5 54 44 60 55

2 23 9 12 16 0 4 6 58 51 62 60

3 0 66 47 74 80 4 7 50 45 43 41

3 1 0 0 0 0 4 8 29 32 26 28

3 2 2 15 10 0 4 9 24 16 30 21

3 3 0 11 0 0 4 10 33 41 29 30

3 4 79 54 86 87 4 11 76 71 83 69

3 5 0 13 0 0 4 12 13 22 9 10

3 6 60 57 53 57 4 13 92 83 86 100

3 7 0 0 0 0 4 14 98 79 102 88

3 8 4 0 11 0 4 15 6 5 12 0

3 9 0 0 0 0 4 16 3 4 6 0

3 10 17 14 24 34 5 0 ] 1
O GO J 733 11 0 0 0 0 5 1 ■518 1567

3 12 47 37 54 38 5 2 1 j 19 9

3 13 0 7 0 0 5 3 10 9 4 0

3 14 12 5 19 9 5 4 11 12 15 15

3 15 0 10 0 0 5 5 0 8 6 0

3 16 32 17 39 36 5 6 7 12 3 0

3 17 0 7 0 8 5 7 51 50 58 49

3 18 29 20 36 30 5 8 15 29 11 21

3 19 0 0 0 0 5 9 8 22 1 13

3 20 31 41 24 28

4. Description of the Structure.
The structure has been described briefly by Bragg, Gottfried and

West1). It consists of blocks of cubic close-packed oxygen atoms of the
thickness of four close-packed layers, adjacent blocks being held together
by a layer of oxgen and alkali atoms which is not close-packed. The
oxygens of the blocks are held together by aluminium atoms which have
positions identical with the Al and Mg atoms in the structure of spinel,
Mg A la04. Figure 2 is a perspective drawing of the portion of the structure
between the mirror planes (which are the top and bottom faces of the
half of the unit cell shown).

i) Z. Kristallogr. 77 (1931) 271.
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The distance from the alkali atom in the position (f-Jj) to the (six)
oxygens of the adjacent blocks is 2.89 A, both for Na and K "beta". This
distance is quite satisfactory for the K atom but is considerably too large
for the Na atom. In consequence of this it was thought very probable that
the Na atom might be at the other position available for it, viz. (00J)
instead of although it would there be in contact with only two
oxygens. The position (00 J) would also give a better distribution of atoms

Fig. 2.
A perspective drawing of half of the unit cell. The large
circles represent Na or K, the small ones oxygen, and the

black dots aluminium atoms.

around the oxygens 0E (as has been pointed out by Westgren in a

private communication), and a better "bond structure". However the
intensity fit was distinctly better with Na on the (|Jj) position, which
was therefore taken to be the most probable. Fourier syntheses were
carried out to see if the oxygens were closer round the alkali in the
case of the Na "beta", but no appreciable parameter changes were
indicated.
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The distances from the Al atoms to oxygens in contact with them are

1.64; 1.64; 1.73; and -1.78A, for four co-ordinated aluminiums, and 1.84;
1.97; 2.05 A for six co-ordinated aluminiums.
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